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ABSTRACT

BRINGING THE RECEIPTS: BLACK FEMINIST THEORY AND INTELLECTUAL CAPITAL IN
THE AGE OF SOCIAL MEDIA
Leslie Kay Jones
Dorothy Roberts

“Bringing the Receipts: Black Feminist Theory and Intellectual Capital in the Age
of Social Media,” asks what role Black feminist intellectuals in the digital sphere
have played in shaping public and academic discourse around social inequality.
Black feminists in the digital sphere are the thought leaders for a modern
feminism characterized by (1) an ideological distinction between “civil rights” and
“liberation;” (2) critiques of capitalism and nationalism, alongside class analysis;
(3) the deconstruction of hierarchical power relations, with emphasis on children,
queer and trans folk; and (4) the leadership of queer Black women. This project
combines uses digital participant observation to explicate the impact of these
frameworks as different audiences engage with contentious discourse about race
and gender. I conclude that Black cyberfeminists are offering concrete ways to
put intersectionality - the critical analysis of how multiple systems of oppression
interoperate - into political practice.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
According to data from the Pew Internet Library Users Survey,1 22.45% of Black
women Internet users participate on Twitter, compared to 17.62% of Black men, 19.35%
of white men, and 15.93% of white women (Anon 2013). The overrepresentation of
Black women’s social media users on Twitter has preoccupied advertisers, academics,
politicians and journalists for a decade (Brock 2012; Duggan and Brenner 2013, 2013;
Krogstad 2015; Smith 2011; Smith and Anderson 2018). Black feminist scholars are
paying increasing attention to the construction of a Black cyberfeminist digital culture
(Brown et al. 2017; Crenshaw et al. 2015; Davis 2018; Towns 2016; Williams 2015).
However, with a few notable exceptions, gender has been treated as largely
epiphenomenal in a growing literature theorizing the role of Twitter in news mediation,
social movements, and racial attitudes.
This dissertation seeks to understand Black women’s overrepresentation on
Twitter and their discursive contributions to social media. I argue that Black women have
carved out and fiercely defended a discursive space on Twitter, the social media
platform most consistently associated with collective mobilization. This digital space is
governed by an intellectual commitment to the principles of intersectionality as a
paradigm for interrogating and dismantling systemic inequality. In the contemporary
news media ecosystem, citizen journalism and collective mobilization on Twitter have
been observed to compete with narrative frames deployed by mainstream media.
This dissertation examines the production of intersectional discursive frames on
Twitter by Black cyberfeminists as a form of discursive labor that has altered “the extant
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(Anon 2013)
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stock of meanings, beliefs, ideologies, practices, values, myths, narratives, and the like”
(Benford and Snow 2000:629) that are widely available to the public.
This paper chiefly draws upon three years of virtual participant observation in
Black Twitter, and the Black cyberfeminist Twittersphere. I took 1598 screenshots of
individual tweets and threaded tweet conversations, creating an archive of artifacts
representing the content Black cyberfeminists created during my observation of periods.
I draw from this archive to anchor my analyses to specific Black cyberfeminist claims,
actions, and interactions. The case selection is conceived to give appropriate credit to
knowledge producers without contributing unduly to the hypervisibility of any one
individual. I also amassed twelve archives of tweets composed of results for searches of
keywords inspired by my participant observation. For reasons detailed in the data and
methodologies section, these tweet archives are supplementary to the participant
observation. They provide context for discursive trends related to Black collective
mobilization and other topics in Black Twitter broadly.
Black cyberfeminism is an intellectual paradigm that draws upon the material
experiences of digital participation to diagnose and address structural inequality (Gray
2017). It draws in particular on the growing body of academic literature theorizing
intersectionality, and the vocabularies and frameworks of the Black feminist blogosphere
(Cottom 2016). Black women have used the blogosphere to respond critically “to the
systems and structures from which they are excluded or within which they are exploited”
(Steele 2016a:74). Black cyberfeminism articulates a central discursive paradigm in the
“contested terrain” (Steele 2011:3) of Twitter, that is evidenced in part by direct conflict
between Black cyberfeminists and Twitter’s owner, Jack Dorsey (@BlackAmazon 2017).
Black cyberfeminism online applies an intersectional discursive paradigm that
exists on Twitter is a result of Black women’s social media writing from 2008 to the
present. That labor creates political opportunity by providing the theoretical scaffolding
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for emergent intersectional social movements. Black cyberfeminism owes its cultural
resonance in part to the writings of specific Black women who leveraged their
embeddedness in various Twitter social networks to expand the scope of Black feminist
politics. Digital ethnography reveals the constituent elements of the Black feminist
social media labor that enables the diffusion and persistence of intersectional analytic
frames via social media networks. These include boundary work, intellectual activism,
and building mutual (economic and professional) support structures. Through this
collective labor, Black cyberfeminists on Twitter created a news mediation hub that
competes with mainstream media in articulating Black feminist politics.
Black cyberfeminists include Black women (cis- and trans-)2, and nonbinary3
people who have written extensively on digital platforms about oppression that is both
raced and gendered. They use their platforms for a variety of purposes, from publicizing
original content (fiction writing, painting, jewelry-making) to raising money for local
community service projects (book and water drives). Some consider their writing to be
an extension of their professional labor as journalists, digital content creators, organizers
or social workers. For others, tweeting prolifically is a hobby, entertainment source, or
primarily social endeavor. Most often, these usage categories overlap. For example, the
fact of being Black women fiction writers with public Twitter accounts places several
Black cyberfeminists in network proximity of each other? as a result of both audience
behavior and the professional writers’ circuit. Many of the more established intellectuals
in the Black cyberfeminist counterpublic (according to registration date) describe having
friendships of varying closeness with each other, but there are contentious relationships
and marginal figures in the counterpublic as well. Sex workers, in particular, play an
underacknowledged role in the intellectual project of Black cyberfeminism.
2
3

(Anon n.d.)
(Anon n.d.)
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The Black Cyberfeminist Counterpublic as a Discursive Twitter Salon
In conceptualizing Black Twitter as a field site, I draw heavily on communications
scholarship about political participation. This literature is especially indebted to the
Habermasian conceptualization of the public sphere as Graham and Smith (2016):
The growth of Internet-enabled communication over the past several decades has
catalyzed a new round of discussions about the public sphere (Jenkins 2006;
Papacharissi 2002; Sunstein). A popular strand of thought is that the Internet produces a
“networked public sphere” that supports a more deliberative democracy (Benkler;
Friedland, Hove, and Rojas 2006). (Graham and Smith 2016:434)

A counterpublic, then, is a corrective to the “exclusivity of the public sphere,” a space
for people to deliberate “who were not being represented when public issues were being
deliberated” (Graham and Smith 2016:435). The concept of the counterpublic is often
used as a hermeneutical method for triangulating the multitude of politicized social
spaces that mediate news for the widening demographic of consumers who access
news through social media (Eckert and Chadha 2013; Leung and Lee 2014; Penney and
Dadas 2014).
Collective mobilization and news media research are increasingly theorizing
Black Twitter as a powerful counterpublic. Where, then, are its salons? Based on three
years of participant observation, I assert that the Black cyberfeminist discursive
paradigm constitutes such a salon. Black cyberfeminists leverage the diversity of their
class, professional expertise, identities and digital experiences to create a salon for
discussing the world according to Black women. By “salon,” I mean to deliberately
invoke two distinct constructs of a semi-public meeting space where ideas are
exchanged: 1. the imaginary of a pluralistic cyberspace with its strong theoretical ties to
“Habermas’ idealized nineteenth century salon” (van Dijck 2013; DiMaggio et al.
2001:78); and 2. the Black women’s beauty shop as a Black feminist political project (Gill
2010). In particular, I draw intentionally on the historic empowerment role of the beauty
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shop. The African American beauty shop was an essential historical vehicle for the
economic and political collectivization of Black women as a class distinctly located within
American society. Salons also served as a discursive space in which Black women could
communicate and refine ideas about their positionality. Black women entrepreneurs
effectively utilized the social boundaries of race and gender to create a zone of unsurveillance in which truth-telling could occur. Beauty salons were and are an
intentionally constructed discursive technology that cultivates debate, discussion, and
other types of knowledge production by providing a sense of place, belonging and safety
for Black women. Black cyberfeminists on Twitter have shaped the platform’s culture and
strategically used its features to create an analogous space online.
By focusing the academic lens on this counterpublic, I aim to complicate the
concept of the politically engaged public in a way that explicates the intentionality of
Black cyberfeminism and its pivotal role in the new media landscape. Black
cyberfeminism models the expansive use of intersectionality to subvert the cultural,
political, and economic exclusion of Black women from “the process by which meaning is
produced and exchanged between members of a culture” (Hall 2013:15).
Intersectionality is the paradigm that most informs the discursive boundaries that Black
cyberfeminists choose to erect, and the standards of accountability required to speak
authoritatively as a part of the community. This dissertation shines a light on that
boundary work and its role in shaping digital culture, with special attention to the
mediation of news and protest claims.

Twitter and Technological Affordances
A little short of a decade after its founding, Twitter describes itself on its “About”
page as “what’s happening in the world and what people are talking about right now”
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(Anon n.d.). Users are able to express themselves 280 characters at a time.4 At its
founding, Twitter claimed to offer users a way to “[send] a message to multiple users
who may be receiving the same message using different devices or interfaces” (Anon
n.d.) by publishing it to a web-connected interface. A single tweet may be seen by no
one if its writer has a highly constrained audience, or by millions of people, when it
breaks through network boundaries to gain viral (ubiquitous) attention. Twitter has
historically been compatible with a wider range of digitally-enabled devices, mitigating
some of the technical barriers to full participation on the platform. Tweeting via SMS, for
instance, has allowed users to participate in web conversations using virtually any
mobile phone, without depending on the internet (Franceschi-Bicchierai 2012). This
helps users circumvent data charges assessed by phone carriers, or fill gaps in telecom
infrastructure that frustrate social media adoption (Garrison 2011; Siegler 2009).
The definition of Twitter articulated by its owners has changed drastically since
its 2013 patent application titled “Device Independent Message Distribution Platform”
(Dorsey and Stone 2013; Quinn 2013). The competing descriptions reflect changes in
the founders’ conception of what Twitter is, what it does, how, and for whom. These
changes have been shaped in part by pressures exerted by its user base. An inquiry into
Black cyberfeminism clarifies some of these constructive processes, while highlighting
critical discursive innovations rooted in Black feminist intellectual history.
One of the key areas in which Black cyberfeminists have influenced Twitter
culture is through the innovative use of the platform’s technological affordances
(Tufekci 2017:124–26). Technological affordances are the possibilities for action that are
enabled by a particular technological construction, such as a web-based social media
platform like Facebook or Twitter. Twitter was conceptualized as enabling a

4

Until November 7th, the character limit for Twitter was 140. This allowed tweets to fit within the
industry standard 160-character limit for Short Message Service (SMS) messages (van Dijck 2013).
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technological affordance - that of distributing a message to an indefinitely large
audience. Black cyberfeminist used the built-in capability of replying to any profile,
including one’s own, to innovate threaded tweets. By carefully replying to each
preceding tweet in a series, Black cyberfeminists created a text genre ideal for making
and defending big ideas. I observed Black cyberfeminists regularly threading together
tweets as early as 2014; in 2015, Twitter officially implemented the feature by adding a
line to graphically connect each in a series of Tweets and providing the opportunity to
fully draft a thread before publishing it (Newton 2017).

The remainder of the introduction scaffolds this project by synthesizing theoretical
perspectives from a range of disciplinary fields and sociological subfields including
communications, Black studies, social movements, digital sociology, and Black feminist
thought. In the literature review, I articulate the relevance of Black cyberfeminism as a
case to the study of contentious politics, feminist digital mobilization, and the labor of
intellectual activism. The Data and Methods section describes the archives of tweets I
collected over three years of virtual participant observation and keyword searches and
justifies my methodological decision to prioritize ethnographic data over corpus analysis
of tweet archives. I conclude by providing a map of the chapters to follow.

LITERATURE REVIEW
Contentious Politics and Race
Framing Processes
Since the paradigmatic turn from an irrational “collective behavior” perspective to
a “resource mobilization” approach, social movement theorists have been concerned
with the interpretive processes that mediate social movement claims (Johnston
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2014:26–48). Scholars have been paying special attention to how media constructs
audience knowledge about race and its relationship to social movements and other
political processes. The schema that Americans use to decode racial politics draws
heavily on a metatext of racist representations of Black Americans across time, from
minstrel shows to film (Entman and Rojecki 2001; Guerrero 2012; Hall, Evans, and
Nixon 2013; Rhodes 2017; Tyree 2011). News media prime audiences to associate
images of Black people negatively with social problems and Black protesters with anger
and violence (Abraham and Appiah 2006; Hunt 1997; Poindexter 2011). Black women
are widely represented in media according to a number of “controlling images,”
archetypal characters that embody widely held negative beliefs about Black women and
Black families (Collins 2000; Jerald et al. 2017). Ubiquitous stereotypical imagery of
Black women is leveraged in news narratives to convey negative messages about Black
dependency, hypersexuality, entitlement, and irresponsibility (Givens and Monahan
2005). Exposure to such imagery manifests in increased negative attitudes towards
Black women (Givens and Monahan 2005; Jerald et al. 2017).

Contestation
Contesting dominant framing of race has been documented as a key
motivation for African-American and anti-racist collective mobilization. Contemporary
primetime television owes much of its (still struggling) diversity to the representational
projects of Black film productions (Coleman 1998, 2011). Black-owned and operated
presses are a recurrent source of interventions to public discourse about racialized
social issues (Howard 2017; Simmons 2006). In particular, Black presses took various
approaches to addressing frames of criminality or hyperviolence associated with Black
political participation (Broussard 2003; Simmons 2006). Black feminist histories that
excavate Civil Rights Movement archives to revert the erasure of Black women’s labor
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also account for a number of these interventions (Barnett 1993; Collier-Thomas and
Franklin 2001; McGuire 2010; Robnett 1996, 1997). Recently, as with the
#BlackLivesMatter movement, news audiences are increasingly engaged in the process
of contesting racial framing via social media participation (Everbach, Clark, and Nisbett
2017; Gallagher et al. 2018; Jones 2019; Ray, Brown, Fraistat, et al. 2017).

Diffusion
Frame diffusion, the process of spreading movement ideas “from one
movement to another, and from one culture to another” is a central concern of social
movement theory and a necessary context for the power of the Black cyberfeminist
salon (Benford and Snow 2000:627). Dense ties to the Black community, especially its
organizations create the social context for diffusion (McAdam 2010). In the Civil Rights
Movement, for instance, local news media was more likely than faraway cities to receive
reports of sit-in protests (Andrews and Biggs 2006). In each case, political actors utilized
available technological affordances in ways that expanded their capacity to diffuse
counternarratives. As in previous eras, innovations in new media technology have
drastically altered the potential scale and speed of protest frame diffusion while providing
new complexities for scholars to disarticulate (Gonzalez-Bailon 2013). Yet contemporary
Black protesters still find their protest claims in tension with pervasive metanarratives
about the “1960s Civil Rights Movement,” especially beliefs about appropriate protest
strategy and racial progress (Hall 2003; Hill 2018; Joseph 2006; Obasogie and Newman
2016). Additionally, cultural shifts in media rhetoric since the 1980s have seen coded
racial references in white populist mobilization replaced with direct appeals to racial
nationalism (Costley White 2018).

10

New Media Ecology
Twitter and Gatekeeping
Changing gatekeeping structures are a central feature of what media theorists
are beginning to understand as a new, or digitally networked media ecology. Twitter has
attracted significant scholarly attention because of its associations with contentious
politics (Bekafigo and McBride 2013; Small 2011). Traditional news media are
increasingly dependent on social media as a tool, and as a source of content for
reporting (Costley White 2017, 2018; Hitlin and Vogt 2014). Moreover, citizen journalism
via social media, particularly on the scale enabled by Twitter and YouTube, disrupt the
gatekeeping power concentrated among a few media conglomerates (Bastos,
Raimundo, and Travitzki 2013; Gerbaudo 2012). YouTube and Twitter, for example, are
both implicated in enabling the recording and sharing of primary footage in the Occupy
movement, #BlackLivesMatter, and the Arab spring among other recent global social
movements (Costley White 2017; Howard and Hussain 2013; Thorson et al. 2013).
Other empirical work identifies a complex web of violent, white supremacist propaganda
leveraging the affordances of social media platform to create a self-sustaining alternative
news sphere (Albright 2018b; Burgess and Matamoros-Fernández 2016; Caplan,
Hanson, and Donovan 2018; Matamoros-Fernández 2017). Perhaps due to these
overarching patterns, research has mostly circumnavigated the meso-level processes of
encoding and decoding social media users make while embedded in interpretive digital
communities. A few notable studies consider mediating variables that explain
discontinuities between network size and network influence on Twitter, emphasizing the
continued opacity of Twitter news diffusion processes (Barberá et al. 2015; Cha et al.
2010; Ems 2014; Meraz and Papacharissi 2013; Rudat and Buder 2015)
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Algorithms and Reality Construction
An additional consequence of emergent digital technologies is the increasing
centrality of hidden algorithmic logics to critical decision-making processes. Algorithmic
logics prioritize “‘real-time’, ‘immediacy’ and ‘abundance’ over and above meaning and
embodiment” (Barassi 2015:5). Barassi argues that the notion of temporal immediacy in
the social construction of reality:
is beneficial for political and democratic processes, by accelerating information sharing,
and mobilizing political participation and support in fast and effective ways, it also
represents a challenge for processes of political participation, reflection and elaboration.
(Barassi 2015:74)

Algorithms operate in ways that can aid or frustrate social movement actors’ efforts to
diffuse frames and publicize protest efforts (Hintz 2015; Thorson et al. 2013; Tufekci
2013, 2017; Tufekci and Wilson 2012). At the same time as Twitter users encountered
real-time reports and footage of protests in Ferguson, Missouri, the event origin of the
Black Lives Matter, Facebook was algorithmically filtering Ferguson news stories from its
feed (Tufekci 2017:154–56). In other words, both news audiences on Facebook and
those watching television news would have been exposed to citizen reports of Ferguson
protests later than avid Twitter users (Hitlin and Vogt 2014).
Although algorithms are treated as neutral technological efficiencies, they are
programmed to sort information by implementing socially constructed rule sets (Seyfert
and Roberge 2016). In doing so, algorithms inscribe value systems on the resulting
information products (Baym 2013; Seyfert and Roberge 2016). In particular, a neoliberal
valuation of data privatization and consumer surveillance undergirds a number of digital
media products (Gerlitz and Helmond 2013; Hintz 2015; Napoli 2015; O’Neil 2017; Vis
2013). For example, by accounting for the possibility of a non-response to the gender
identification field on a Facebook profile, Facebook programmed the possibility for
nonbinary gender identification into the logics of its database (Bivens 2017). At the same
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time, the option to indicate a “custom” gender category obfuscates deeper database
processes in which nonbinary data is reconfigured into binary data objects to enable
surveillant advertising (Bivens 2017). Thus, the algorithm’s valuation of gender in sorting
information substantively differs from the values signaled outwardly by providing a
custom gender field. Gillespie defines “public relevance algorithms” as those that
produce and certify knowledge through a mathematical assessment of information in put
(Gillespie 2014). Digital public relevance algorithms exert increasing social power by
influencing public discourse and information streams (Crawford 2016; Crawford and
Gillespie 2014).
But digital technology users continually innovate to retain agency (Hampton, Lee,
and Her 2011; Wilkins, Livingstone, and Levine 2019). Increasingly, social media users
take on roles of digital content curation to stem the tide of information overload (Davis
2017). Although the programming of particular algorithms is hidden, the public is able to
retro-engineer algorithmic processes by publicly discussing and debating the artifacts
they produce (Crawford 2016). Scholars are paying increasing attention to the actual
human beings that mediate algorithmic processes by making the complex decisions
associated with maintaining platform standards of behavior (Caplan et al. 2018; Gillespie
2018; Noble 2018; Roberts 2016; Varner et al. 2017). This dissertation is in part an
exploration of the ways that Black women subvert algorithmic logics to exert more
control over their own narratives and call attention to the ways algorithmic logics enact
gendered anti-Blackness.

Race and Truth in New Media Ecology
This dissertation is inspired by Simone Browne’s approach to the study of
Blackness as a study of surveillance and countersurveillance. Brown writes,
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The branding of enslaved people as a means of accounting for a particular ship’s cargo,
for example, was not only individualizing but also a “massifying” practice that constituted
a new category of subject, blackness as saleable commodity in the Western Hemisphere.
(Browne 2015:42)

I argue that the process of imagining and surveilling Black audiences (or publics) in
order to maximize private profit constitutes a similar individualizing and massifying
practice in the context of the news economy. Through a close reading of search results,
Sofiya Noble found that in attempting to expedite search results for an imagined
“majority” of users, Google prioritized serving objectifying pornographic, thus reifying its
perceived relationship to Black girls and women (Noble 2018). Algorithms and
information-seekers co-construct and efficiently diffuse social “truths” about Black
women, which often resonate with extant controlling images of Black women (Block
2017; Gillespie 2016). For collective identities that are underrepresented, miscast, or
erased in the ideational-interpretive sphere of contentious politics, algorithmic
information sorting raises the stakes of self-representational projects (Gaunt 2015; Guo
and Harlow 2014; Jean 2016). White media consumers also participate in a public coconstruction of racial identity, mediated by private entities with opaque profit incentives
(Boyd 2011; Costley White 2018; J. L. Julia Angwin 2017; Julia Angwin 2016; M. V. Julia
Angwin 2017). When these spheres meet in the digital sphere, frame contestation
processes like disagreements about the politics of racial performance are publicly visible
(Davis 2018; Matamoros-Fernández 2017; Nakamura 2002, 2008).

Black Twitter as a Counterpublic
Black Lives Matter and Contested Framing in the New Media Environment
Because of the high visibility of digital discourse about #BlackLivesMatter, the
movement has become a case for examining platformed mediation of race and racism
debate. One genre of study in this subfield concerns social media users’ strategies for
influencing framing contests in digital networks (Everbach et al. 2017; Freelon, McIlwain,
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and Clark 2016; Freelon et al. 2016; Gallagher et al. 2018; Ray, Brown, Fraistat, et al.
2017; Ray, Brown, and Laybourn 2017; Yang 2013). Another category concerns the
efforts of social media users with marginalized identities to create communities where
their issues and perspectives are normative (Bradford 2017; Tanksley 2016). A final
literature considers the discursive implications of the mediated narratives about
#BlackLivesMatter that provide an interpretive schema for audiences of both news
reportage and protest claims. Some Black Studies scholars contended that certain of the
rhetorics employed in #BlackLivesMatter re-instantiate respectability politics that
undermine the values of intersectionality espoused by the original framers (Garza 2014;
Hooker 2016; Obasogie and Newman 2016; Tynes, Schuschke, and Noble 2016).

Black Twitter and Digital Counterpublics
“Black Twitter” has emerged as a major discursive space in which audiences
decode and deconstruct both the claims of #BlackLivesMatter protesters and the
emanating news framing. Within Black Twitter, Black social media users engage in
signifyin’, a process in which “the interlocutor inventively redefines an object using Black
cultural commonplaces and philosophy” (Brock 2012:533). Black Twitter disrupts legacy
news routines by setting news agendas through digital content creation (Clark 2014).
Black Twitter users also connect communication across platforms, innovating on
traditions of Black oral culture to subvert platform limitations (Lu and Steele 2019). When
compared to other hashtag mobilization efforts associated with racial politics, Black
Twitter exhibits more features of a counterpublic (Graham and Smith 2016; Steele
2016b, 2018). Hill argues in particular that:
Black people have used Black Twitter and other digital counterpublics to reorganize
relations of surveillance, reject rigid respectability politics, and contest the erasure of
marginalized groups within the Black community. (Hill 2018:288)
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Black Twitter is uniquely positioned to intervene in framing of #BlackLivesMatter and
other collective mobilization efforts due in part to a well-developed, historically
contingent culture of framing race debate and discussion (Jones 2019). The other part is
continuous innovation on platform affordances enabled by deep embeddedness in digital
culture (Jackson and Foucault Welles 2015, 2016). Intersectionality plays an outsized
role in that culture due to the labor of Black feminist digital mobilization.

Feminist Digital Mobilization
Black Cyberfeminism
Scholars and pundits alike have taken notice of how #BlackLivesMatter
generated media attention for Black, queer, non-male victims of police violence (Hill
2017). Social movement forces external to the initial movement framing processes
continued to marginalize the role of non-men and queer folk as both victims of violence
and agents of change (Tynes et al. 2016). Black cyberfeminist discursive spaces are
critical to the continued foregrounding of Black women -- especially Black trans women - and girls as well as other marginal groups within the Black diaspora. Black
cyberfeminism also resists cultural forces of erasure and co-optation emanating from
white feminist digital discourse (Cottom 2016; Daniels 2009; Everett 2004; Fernandez
2003; Richard and Gray 2018). Black cyberfeminism thus constitutes an important
ideological force in contentious race politics, and a novel model of intersectionality in
practice.

Black Women Blogging and the Labor of Building Discourse
Elsewhere, I have referred to Black cyberfeminism as a “historically contingent”
technocultural practice. Black feminist blogging played a pivotal role in building
vocabulary, theory, and other framing language that is now being diffused through
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platformed Black cyberfeminist networks. This dissertation takes up concept of
misogynoir as an exemplar of Black cyberfeminist theoretical labor and its diffusion
across academic boundaries. Bailey offers the following preliminary definition of the term
in a footnote to a blog post published on the long-running Black feminist blog Crunk
Feminist Collective:
Word I made up to describe the particular brand of hatred directed at black women in
American visual & popular culture. (Bailey 2010)

Since its initial debut in the Black cyberfeminist lexicon, misogynoir has been utilized in
Black cyberfeminist theoretical construction over fifty times, the majority of which appear
on Black cyberfeminist blogs (see appendix for an incomplete but growing list) (Jones
2018). In Chapter 2, I discuss more extensively the lexical significance of misogynoir to
the diffusion of intersectional social action frames. Misogynoir is but one of several
documented examples of Black cyberfeminist blogging as formative discursive labor.
Black cyberfeminist counterpublics exert cultural pressures as news curators,
entertainment audiences (Brock, Kvasny, and Hales 2010; Cooper 2018; Steele 2011,
2016a).
Although blogging technology and cultural saturation predates the heyday of both
Twitter and Facebook, this is not a case of technocultural obsolescence. Blogwork
continues to be critical to the materiality of Black cyberfeminist archives, which still serve
as access points and historical records of Black feminist and Black cyberfeminist
intellectual labor (Harris 2011; Jackson and Banaszczyk 2016; Monk-Payton 2017; Rapp
et al. 2010). Blogwork is central, for example, to digital counterpublics formed by Black
trans women (Jackson, Bailey, and Foucault Welles 2018). Black cyberfeminists rely on
blogs to support their innovative citational practices and serve as material
representations of ongoing public labor. This role contextualizes and enables the Black
cyberfeminist labor of diffusing intersectional analytic frames.
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Black Cyberfeminist Hashtagging Setting the Agenda for Social Change
With the increasing cultural saturation of social media platform use, Black
cyberfeminists have increasingly leveraged the technological affordance of hashtags as
a tactic for taking up discursive space (Clark, Bland, and Livingston 2017; Davis 2018;
Kendall 2013; Stout, Coulter, and Edwards 2017). #SayHerName is a notable case of
Black cyberfeminist news mediation; the recurrent marking of Black women victims as
worthy of public mourning has turned the hashtag into a metonym for critiquing the
erasure of trans, queer, and disabled Black women from #BlackLivesMatter (Besch
2018; Brown et al. 2017; Crenshaw et al. 2015; Towns 2016). Some Black cyberfeminist
hashtag work has already been explored as the subject of communications and social
movements research (Jackson and Banaszczyk 2016; Williams 2015).
It should also be noted that Black cyberfeminist hashtagging includes
participation in, challenges to, and the subversion (or lack) of racial framing in
mainstream feminist hashtag mobilization (Boon and Pentney 2015; Conley 2013;
Thelandersson 2014). As Tara L. Conley eloquently articulates:
Black feminist hashtags are not simply a confluence of text, hypertext, symbols, and
‘racially charged’ feminist trends on social networking platforms. They do things. They
proliferate to mediate connections across time and space. (Conley 2017:23)

Collins suggests that scholars might productively think of intersectionality as
“constellation of knowledge projects that change in relation to one another in tandem
with changes in the interpretive communities that advance them” (Collins 2005:5). Using
this definitional anchor, we can trace the intellectual values of intersectionality back to a
number of intellectual projects that challenge the marginalization of Black female
subjectivity by claiming the space to speak publicly and with authority on their material
experiences. Black cyberfeminism is one such intellectual project (hooks 1990; Lorde
1984; Nayak 2014; Taylor 2017). This dissertation builds upon that literature by bringing
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forward the cultural constructive forces and discursive strategies that knit Black
cyberfeminist actions into a cohesive salon pivoting heavily on Twitter.

Intellectual Activism as Labor
Political Economy of the Internet
I have alluded to the political of economy of the Internet in a number of places in
this literature review, due to their strong connections with frame diffusion processes.
However, there are a number of features of the political economy of the new media
ecology provide particular context for the importance of Black cyberfeminist discursive
power. Declining trust in traditional gatekeepers in news journalism, namely cable news
networks, prompts news consumers to seek out new sources of news curation and
framing (Costley White 2018). Legacy journalism institutions are increasingly relying on
social media content to compete more effectively for divided audience attentions (Moon
and Hadley 2014; Skogerbø and Krumsvik 2014). At the same time, immediate access
to free, highly individualized news streams continues to place immense financial
pressure on legacy news institutions, which struggle to compete for attention against
algorithmically generated content (Anderson 2013). Much of this algorithmic content
generation pivots on the surveillance of marginalized populations (and their
counterpublics), and their transformation into marketable data products (Bartow 2009;
Jean 2016; McKinney 2017; Noble 2018; Ravenelle 2017). When they take on the role of
media gatekeepers, social media news curators themselves can become profit sources
for platforms at users’ expense (Gehl 2014a, 2014b; Maragh 2016). This contributes to
further hypervisibility among marginalized users who use news curation as a repertoire
for contesting social issue framing (Hamilton 2014).
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Intersectionality and Intellectual Labor
In Academia. As this dissertation demonstrates, especially in Chapter 3, the
outsized impact of Black cyberfeminist labor depends on a tension between engaging in
disruptive labor, and being rendered into a data object my advertisers, voyeurs, news
media and academicians. Intersectionality, too, is a knowledge project concerned with
the labor of intervening in the knowledge production of powerful institutions (Brewer
1999; Wong 2007). In the legal scholarship context, intersectionality is a technology for
accounting for additional dimensions of complexity affecting the material conditions a
group must navigate to engage in full and equitable social participation (Brock et al.
2010; Crenshaw 1991; Roberts 2014). Sociology benefits from the capacity of
intersectional frameworks to explicate interactions not just between systems of
inequality, but also between foundational logics of social organization (Choo and Ferree
2010; Collins 2008; Hancock 2007).
Increasingly, feminist scholars have begun to critique the reformulation of
intersectionality into a shallow discourse about “diversity,” and the subsequent erasure
of its foundation in Black feminist thought (Alexander-Floyd 2012; Collins 2008; JordanZachery 2013, 2014). Scholars of intersectionality theory, its intellectual genealogy and
its interdisciplinary travel particularly note the co-optation of Black women’s labor to
legitimize colorblind intellectual formulations while subverting the more radical agenda of
intersectionality (Alexander-Floyd 2012; Carbado 2013; May 2015).
In #BlackLivesMatter. In the public sphere, intersectionality enables a critique
of differences between the symbolic and material labor performed by Black women in
the #BlackLivesMatter movement and the way that labor is omitted from popular
narratives (Taylor 2017). On the subject of the original hashtag co-founders, Sarah J.
Jackson emphasizes:
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It matters that [Alicia] Garza, [Opal] Tometi, and [Patrisse] Cullors are women, Garza and
Cullors are queer, and Tometi is the daughter of immigrants; their activism prior to and
since the founding of Black Lives Matter includes organizing domestic workers,
immigration activism, criminal justice reform, advocating for victims of domestic violence,
and health care rights. Thus, the founders of Black Lives Matter not only live
intersectional lives but have long been engaged with intersectional activism. For Garza,
Cullors, and Tometi, the personal and political are truly intertwined and the political is
unquestionably intersectional. (Jackson 2016:376)

Garza, Tometi, and Cullors deliberately evoke the intellectual genealogy of the
Combahee River Collective, who articulated the additional political labor required of
women marginalized not just by a single identity (e.g., gender), but also along other axes
of oppression (e.g., race, class, and sexuality) (Besch 2018; Garza 2014; Taylor 2017).
In Black Cyberfeminism. Garza’s HerStory, which details the intersectional
commitments of #BlackLivesMatter, is an artifact of both #BlackLivesMatter and Black
cyberfeminism (Garza 2014). Garza originally published the manifesto as a guest writer
on The Feminist Wire, a website that “publishes emerging perspectives from feminists as
young as 10 years old to writings by internationally known authors, such as bell hooks,
Angela Davis and Roxanne Gay” (pbrown59 2016). Founded by Tamura Lomax, Darnell
Moore and Heather Talley in 2010, the website aims to “create accessible feminisms
equally invested in the eradication of sexism, racism, queer-phobia, ableism, classism
and imperialism” (pbrown59 2016). Garza’s choice of publication, including the use of an
editorial platform rather than digital self-publishing tools, reflects the symbiotic framing
relationship between #BlackLivesMatter and Black cyberfeminist discursive labor (Tynes
et al. 2016). It leverages the Black cyberfeminist blogosphere and its commitment to
archival and citational practices to visibly place the movement’s values of
intersectionality on the public record.
As a Corrective to Internet Studies. Placing a sociological lens on Black
cyberfeminism and its impact on the diffusion of intersectionality as a framework for
social critique and action. It is therefore a corrective to numerous tendencies in internet
studies. Daniels (2016) calls for scholars to question “the dominance of White women as
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architects and defenders of a particular framework of feminism in the digital era”
(2016:42). This project answers that call by bringing forward Black cyberfeminist
challenges to this unmarked architecture and mapping their implications for emergent
social movements. Moreover, I join Black cyberfeminists in using intersectionality to
grapple with the taken-for-granted human labor that upholds discursive culture on
various social media platforms and thereby introduce them to a modest but growing
academic literature (Lauren 2018; Roberts 2016). Finally, I interrogate the ways in which
Black cyberfeminism “allow[s] for a fluid exchange of ideas and beliefs that can propel
and/or stunt the [#BlackLivesMatter] movement’s ideological underpinnings” (Tynes et
al. 2016:36). In doing so, I intervene critically in the literature theorizing the relationship
between digitally-mediated communication and collective mobilization.

Digitally Constructed Space and Boundary Work in Race and Gender
The labor discussed in this project is discursive labor. For groups whose spatial
agency is constrained by the structure of their environment, boundary work is a
prerequisite for creating conditions conducive to discussion and debate. Boundary work
refers to the symbolic ways that social groups define who belongs and who is an
outsider, as well as the concrete strategies of inclusion and exclusion used to maintain
these definitions (Lacy 2007; Lamont and Molnar 2002; Lamont, Pendergrass, and
Pachucki 2015). In the offline world, this can be illustrated by social processes such as
the social construction of neighborhoods, as with racial residential segregation (Logan
2012; Pattillo-McCoy 1999). Online, similar environmental externalities contextualize
Black placemaking and boundary-maintenance strategies. Black online communities
exist on social media platforms that are white-owned and managed, with poor track
records in addressing racism, sexism, transphobia, queerphobia, and misogynoir
(Albright 2018a, 2018b; Bartow 2009; Gunz 2016; Guynn 2017; Massie 2016; O’Brien
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2016). In both contexts, Black feminist placemaking can be usefully understood a
technology for boundary work, where those boundaries are in fact axes of oppression.
As Black feminist intellectuals and queer theorists have thoroughly theorized, the
maintenance of spaces of respite are a necessary protective to both hostile incursion
and forces of co-optation (Finley 2016; Gray 2018; Haber 2017; Jackson et al. 2018;
Terriquez 2015).
Because the assertion of a Black female intellectual life defies both raced and
gendered conceptions of knowledge production, such projects necessitated the claiming
of both physical and discursive space (Giddings 1985; hooks 1990; Hunter et al. 2016).
Space is thus a central theme in studies of Black women’s political activism and is
directly implicated in Black feminist intellectual history (Banks 2000; Gill 2010; HarrisPerry 2011). Hunter, Patillo, Robinson and Taylor (2016) use the term Black
placemaking to describe:
the ways that urban black Americans create sites of endurance, belonging, and
resistance. (Hunter et al. 2016:2)

By way of example, they describe the ways that Black feminist organizing against the
celebrity rapist and sexual predator R. Kelly was rooted in a local Chicago community
that was both analog and digital (Hunter et al. 2016:47–49). The discursive environment
enabled by the work they cite, by central Black cyberfeminist intellectual figures like
Mikki Kendall (@karnythia), Jamie Nesbitt Golden (@thewayoftheid), is the subject of
this thesis.
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DATA AND METHODS
Data
This project builds on two types of primary data and one type of secondary data.
First, and most importantly, the methods for this project are grounded in digital
ethnography from 2015 to 2018. In particular, it is inspired by projects that amplify the
demonstrated agency of the marginalized digital community-builders that have created
cyberspace as we know it. As with other Black feminisms, examining Black cyberfeminist
discourse asks for us to take seriously the strategies that resistance communities have
employed across time and space to create a sense of place and belonging, which also
turns out to be a central concern of digital sociology.
While making ethnographic observations, I wrote field notes and took
screenshots5 of Twitter on my mobile phone and computer in the style normalized within
social media culture. Rather than hard-coding the images and deducing conclusions, I
induced the significance of particular screenshots based on my participant-observation.
One strategy for this (discussed in the appendix) was to create note files in which I
collated screen shots according to themes that I identified in the course of field note
analysis. Using this strategy enabled highly flexible sorting and resorting as well as
thematic searchability.
Second, my findings are contextualized by several corpuses of tweets that I
collected by performing keyword searches related to Black and Black feminist collective
mobilization occurring on Twitter during my observation period. To perform these
searches on scale, I accessed Twitter’s Application Programming Interface (API) using
an open source program for data scientists called Twarc. Twarc collects the full text of
each tweet, along with available information about the user that posted the tweet at the
5

A still image of all or what is visible on a digital device screen.
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moment each tweet was published. I was then able to use Gephi (a network graphing
software) to visualize the interconnections between tweeters as they participated in
different hashtags. I used these visual networks to evaluate key Black cyberfeminist
assertions, such as the claim that certain popular Twitter figures have built a profitable
brand by leveraging by co-opting and watering down Black cyberfeminist framing (Flynn
2019; Gordon 2019; Taylor 2015). These corpuses tether my project to a broader
chronology of Black protest, as represented in Figure 1.1.
[Figure 1.1: Tweet Corpuses and the Chronology of Black Twitter Protest]
The misogynoir tweet corpus enabled me to identify other keywords (often hashtags)
that co-occurred with the invocation of misogynoir in tweet. That resulted in a conceptual
map which typifies the diverse usage of misogynoir to articulate marginalizing or
oppressive social processes (Figure 1.2).
[Figure 1.2: Concept Map Typifying the Use of Misogynoir in Black Oppression on
Twitter]
This project called for a comprehensive intellectual genealogy of Black digital
feminists on Twitter, which necessitated reading as much as possible of the incredible
amount of inter-platform content they produce. Black cyberfeminists within my field of
observation published writing to digital portfolios on their own websites, on full-bodied
social blogging platforms like Medium and Tumblr, and on the curated platforms of other
Black feminist bloggers.6 Digital content creators are increasingly using micro-banking
and crowdfunding applications to exact compensation for their work. Over a dozen of my
subjects have Patreon accounts which distribute content that is reserved for paid
subscribers. Patreon effectively functions as a portfolio and archive, which also pushes
6

See CrunkFeministCollective.com, ForHarriet.com.
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new publications to subscribers. These archives are key to making claims about the
political philosophies and theoretical claims of my subjects. In addition, my ethnography
has made me aware that the majority of my informants are financially struggling and
depend on compensation for their intellectual labor as daily income. In order to continue
to ethically access this intellectual labor as well as ensure that I maintain access as
more content creators migrate to paywall-based systems, I allocated funding toward
compensating content creators that do not hold paywall-based accounts but rely on
tipping through PayPal.
I also account in part for my intellectual travels through the Black cyberfeminist
blogosphere on my professional website, where I visualize the theoretical development
of the concept of “misogynoir” according to academic and nonacademic publications.
The growing list of citations, sampled in brief in Figure 1.3, reflects the breadth of the
Black cyberfeminist citational network I encountered as part of my ethnography.
[Figure 1.3: Sample Misogynoir Citation List]

Data Analysis
I draw heavily on the hermeneutic method described most succinctly by André
Brock as Critical Technocultural Discourse Analysis:
Critical Technocultural Discourse Analysis (CTDA) is a multimodal analytic technique for
the investigation of Internet and digital phenomena, artifacts, and culture. It integrates an
analysis of the technological artifact and user discourse, framed by cultural theory, to
unpack semiotic and material connections between form, function, belief, and meaning of
information and communication technologies (ICTs). CTDA requires the incorporation of
critical theory, critical race, feminism, queer theory, and so onto incorporate the
epistemological standpoint of underserved ICT users so as to avoid deficit-based models
of underrepresented populations' technology use. (Brock 2018:1012)

As the literature signals, Black feminist theory and intersectionality theory are the
primary sources of semiotic critique through which I frame my analyses. In alignment
with CTDA, I understand my analysis as an intervention to, as well as a survey of, Black
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cyberfeminism. Black cyberfeminism’s intellectual rootedness in intersectional and Black
feminist theory make those critical standpoints most appropriate for engaging directly
with the theoretical claims offered by my Black cyberfeminist peers.
Taking Black cyberfeminism seriously as a theoretical intervention to sociology is
a political stance. Part of that political stance is recovering intersectionality from its
recent use as a technology for erasing Black feminist standpoints in favor of a colorblind
diversity paradigm in which “everyone” is “intersectional.” As Alexander-Floyd argues:
Conversely, postfeminist, post-racial (in this case, specifically, post-black feminist) forces
undermine radical black feminism, not only through direct backlash, but also through its
seeming incorporation of liberal forms of inclusion; indeed, post-black feminism
emphasizes gender and racial representation while short-circuiting more far-reaching
social and political change (McRobbie 2007). (Alexander-Floyd 2012:2)

This project is a critical application of intersectionality theory as a sociological method of
inquiry that views Black women in their capacities as cultural architects, rather than
cultural objects.
Close reading is a methodological strategy that can accommodate the
requirement that this project engage seriously with the in-site theoretical constructions of
Black cyberfeminists themselves as agents of knowledge production. It is a systematic
process of reading a text against itself and the other texts within which it is in
conversation. Because of this, it is ideally suited to the text-rich data I interact with as a
virtual ethnographer. This process of reading texts in tension, or intertextuality, reveals
the choices authors make in response to their perception of discursive obstacles. For
instance, shifts in how pronouns are used within a text can reveal the inability for existing
discourse to encapsulate the marginal experience being described. They are a
confrontation of a rhetorical obstacle to the group’s attempts to signal their concerns and
their capacities.
Nayak argues that “analytic borders created between analyses of the structural
and analyses of the subject/subjective/subjectivity, using intersectionality, run counter to
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the spirit of intersectionality” (Nayak 2014:22). In that vein, I do not presume that existing
authoritative models of collective mobilization or media intervention can account for
Black women’s experiences without having incorporated Black feminist theory into their
intellectual genealogies. Instead, I consider the narratives of Black cyberfeminist in
relation to one another so that a model of their collective structural environment
emerges. Close reading enables me to intervene in this discourse as a Black feminist
interlocutor whose interpretations are themselves a contribution to the knowledge project
of Black cyberfeminism. I present this to the reader in the form of case studies, anchored
with digital artifacts (screenshots) that incorporate close reading with my ethnographic
observations. I conclude with a consideration of what these narratives reveal about the
media power of Black cyberfeminism to mediate bottom-up cross-coalition feminist
mobilization.

Twitter Ethnography: A Walkthrough
Although Black cyberfeminists are rhetorically united by their contributions to the
discussion of race and gender related issues, they are also participants in professional,
institutional, and hobbyist networks. These networks shape map onto preferences in
subject matter that contextualize the social critiques they offer. For example, fiction
authors connect with other writers over honing their writing craft, overcoming writer’s
block, and reaching industry milestones. “Black nerds” discuss their opinions about
representation in the latest superhero movie and disparate media coverage of Blackdirected projects. Entertainment bloggers discuss the racial politics of Hollywood
projects and how they exemplify or challenge broader social norms. Journalists and
news critics discuss the top local and national news stories from a critical race
perspective.
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It also makes sense to conceive of these loose networks as discursive paradigms
that set the agenda for conversations among people with similar interests, thus creating
the ethos of a salon. Alongside these discursive paradigms, Black cyberfeminists have
political identities that shape the content of their critical intellectual labor, which in turn
shape their audiences. @FeministaJones and @BlackAmazon tend to provide their
audiences with roadmaps for understanding how racism shapes important institutions in
the United States. @UppityNegress provides analysis from a leftist political position, and
her racial analysis often places her in conversation or in conflict with other leftists. One
can follow all of these accounts and learn about media framing processes from a
number of potentially related but distinct perspectives.
As Twitter users scroll through their timelines, they encounter an algorithmically
ordered, constantly updated feed of content recently tweeted or retweeted by the
accounts they follow. This individualized feed is the front page of a user’s Twitter
account and serves as their entryway to conversations that users in their network are
participating in. Unlike other content feeds on the Twitter platform such as its daily news
and sports feeds, the Timeline is an access point that users can shape by choosing
which accounts to follow, stop, following, and block. In order to get a sense of how a
user becomes aware of Black cyberfeminist discourse, I gradually constructed my own
timeline through participant observation.
I began by identifying feminists that were present in trending conversations about
race, such as discussions of #BlackLivesMatter and reactions to news stories about
racism. I noticed that the subject of gender was often introduced to the discussion of
race-related stories by Twitter users’ responses to news stories rather than by the
authors of the stories themselves. Twitter users were creating a discursive space for the
analyses that they were not seeing in the initial coverage. When tweets appeared on my
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timeline emphasizing the importance of Black women’s experiences in understanding
racial inequality, I followed their writers.
Over time, more prolific tweeters tended to recur on my timeline, calling my
attention to their larger body of work. Early in this process, I tended to encounter
primarily tweets that were doing numbers (being rapidly retweeted, in Black Twitter
parlance). This might be because they were highly controversial or because they
resonated with many users who retweeted in agreement. In the later stages of my
observation period, I was exposed to feminist tweets earlier as they circulated first
among a core group of regulars in intersectional discourse.
I used a strategy adopted from the web concept of breadcrumbs, which in turn
alludes to the fairytale Hansel and Gretel. In web design, breadcrumbs are elements of a
web page that allow visitors to retrace their navigation through a website’s content. More
recently, the phrase “digital breadcrumbs” has been used to describe the data that
companies collect from our web browsing, on- and offline shopping, and social media
network associations. The breadcrumbs metaphor reflects an increasingly widespread
awareness of the breadth and opacity of our individual and group-level data trails. It also
alludes to the intertextuality of our digital identities. Drawing on a similar logic, I
approached Twitter accounts as a portal to a variety of texts created there and
elsewhere by content creators managing a multidirectional digital identity.
Identifying Black cyberfeminist discursive strategies and their ripple effects across
networked social and news media required me to expand my field of analysis far beyond
the porous boundaries of Twitter.

Supplementary Data
The ethnographic findings of this dissertation are contextualized by years of
public survey reports provided by Pew Research Institute, as well as my own exploratory
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analysis of Black women’s demographic representation on Twitter compared to other
sex-race identities (see Figure 1.4).
[Figure 1.4: Twitter Participation Among Internet Users by Race and Sex]
In particular, the following findings provide an illuminating screenshot of the media
environment in which Black cyberfeminist Twitter is situated:
On the Demographics
Reddit, Twitter and Facebook stand out as the sites where the highest portion of users
are exposed to news – 67% of Facebook’s users get news there, as do 71% of Twitter’s
users and 73% of Reddit users. However, because Facebook’s overall user base is much
larger than those of Twitter or Reddit, far more Americans overall get news on Facebook
than on the other two sites. (Matsa and Shearer 2018)
Twitter is especially popular among younger African Americans. (Smith 2014).

On Race Discussion
Blacks more likely than whites to see – and post – race-related content on social media.
(Anderson and Hitlin 2016)
Majority of race-related posts on Twitter were tied to current events. (Anderson and Hitlin
2016)

On the State of the News
Social media outpaces print newspapers in the U.S. as a news source. (Shearer 2018)
Younger Americans are also unique in that they don’t rely on one platform in the way that
the majority of their elders rely on TV. No more than half of those ages 18 to 29 and 30 to
49 get news often from any one news platform. (Shearer 2018)
And when looking at online news use combined – the percentage of Americans who get
news often from either news websites or social media – the web has closed in on
television as a source for news (43% of adults get news often from news websites or
social media, compared with 49% for television). (Shearer 2018)

On News Coverage of #BlackLivesMatter
Cable, Twitter picked up Ferguson story at a similar clip. (Hitlin and Vogt 2014)
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For those not turning to Twitter (only 19% of online U.S. adults use the social media site
and about half get news there), network news was covering the story by Sunday evening,
and two of the cable networks were by Monday evening (CNN did not give prime-time
attention to the story until Tuesday – day three of the event). After day three, our analysis
finds similar increases in volume, as the shooting death story became one about
protests, police conduct and military-style tactics and eventually a federal response.
(Hitlin and Vogt 2014)

CHAPTER STRUCTURE

In Chapter One: Black Cyberfeminism as a Claim on the Digital Public Sphere, I
ask how Black cyberfeminists have innovated on the historical Black feminist repertoire
to establish themselves as an authoritative counterpublic with a historical claim on
Twitter as a digital public space. I show that boundary-work is heavily implicated in the
process of Black Cyberfeminism becoming an established counterpublic. Black
cyberfeminists claim discursive space to discuss Black women specific issues and
expanding the scope of what is contained under the banner of Black women’s issues.
They use a strategy colloquially called bringing the receipts to engage in public
remembering projects to subvert the erasure of Black women’s labor from the legacy of
their own intellectual projects, particularly recent developments of intersectionality theory
and praxis.
At the same time, Black cyberfeminists are building a normative language and
vocabulary for discussing contentious politics. They put these innovations into practice
when confronting transgressions against established and aspirational place norms by
innovating on traditional repertoires of humor and direct confrontation using digital
affordances. I conclude that Black cyberfeminists are those women on Twitter who have
utilized their access to the Twitter platform to intervene in contentious debate about race
and gender by bringing forward the experiences and knowledge of Black women. In
order to position themselves as an authoritative counterpublic on Twitter, Black women
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claimed a discursive space in which they discussed social problems through the lens of
Black feminism. They protect that space through intentional boundary work: creating
hashtags for centering Black girls and women; continuously providing evidence of
creating space for such discussions; building a shared language for understanding social
problems intersectionally; and confronting discourse that violates norms of interaction.
Chapter Two: Black Cyberfeminism’s Use of Intersectionality as a Mobilizing
Discourse asks how Black cyberfeminism invokes and innovates upon intersectionality
as a theory and practice. I find that the linguistic innovations of Black cyberfeminists are
critical to public conceptions of intersectionality. Black cyberfeminists’ ability to diffuse
diverse narratives helps expand the scope of what is treated by intersectionality theory.
The identities, expertise, and established platforms of Black cyberfeminists allow them to
circumvent gatekeeping structures like academia and traditional journalism, making new
knowledge available much more rapidly and broadly. Black cyberfeminists articulate an
intersectional labor politics that considers the experiences of diverse groups in the digital
labor economy. The central claim is that knowledge production on and through social
media constitutes a form of exploited labor. Because they are deeply embedded in the
Twittersphere, Black cyberfeminists are well-positioned to identify and reveal oppressive
rhetorical patterns in the public sphere, adding all the while to a metatext of such
criticisms that exists archivally on the web. I conclude that through Twitter, Black
cyberfeminists leverage their hard-won authority to diffuse intersectionality as a critical
praxis. In their capacities as curators and archivists, Black cyberfeminists often feel
forced to serve in dual roles as a major news mediator in the new media landscape. In
theorizing this labor, Black cyberfeminists contribute prolifically to a publicly accessible
archive of intersectional knowledge.
Finally, Chapter Three: Abuse and Self-Defense: The Unseen Labor of Black
Cyberfeminist Hypervisibility tackles the costs of performing the intellectual labor of
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Black cyberfeminism, as well as how Black women respond to them. I argue that by
demanding compensation for their intellectual labor, Black cyberfeminists impose a labor
frame on social media participation that is otherwise understood as primarily selfserving. Though Black cyberfeminists continually innovate on Twitter’s technological
affordances to construct mutual support structures online and historicize their
innovations as resistance strategies, the thriving culture of misogynoir on Reddit and
YouTube weaponizes Black cyberfeminists’ discursive innovations and hypervisibility
against them in the form of digital abuse and harassment.
Chapter Three also articulates why Black cyberfeminism is highly dependent on
the intellectual labor of Black sex workers in particular, because of their additional
vulnerability to targeting and abuse and their continuous innovations to maintain a
platform for expressing ideas.
The archive of knowledge that Black cyberfeminists maintain about abuse is a
resource for protest strategy. Black cyberfeminists are able to use Twitter to demand
compensation for their intellectual labor by sharing direct banking links (like PayPal) or
providing subscriptions to their content via Patreon. Black women invoke the Black
cyberfeminist history of this practice and its impact on digital culture as a claim to
legitimate occupation of Twitter as a public sphere. At the same time as Black
cyberfeminist innovations on the technical affordances on Twitter enable them to subvert
erasure, their success at message diffusion makes them hypervisible. This hypervisibility
enables them to be targeted by platformed hate groups on Reddit and YouTube. For
these groups, Black cyberfeminist success at reframing digital feminist narratives
translates to responsibility for “leftist” collective mobilization. The intellectual
contributions of Black cyberfeminists through Twitter constitute a form of intellectual
labor that produces profit for a number of agents in the new media ecosystem. However,
their labor may perpetuate their precarity and target them for abuse. These outcomes
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necessitate an additional invisible labor of constant self-defense and building alternative
economic pathways between one another.
I conclude the dissertation with a discussion of how Black cyberfeminism might
productively advance empirical research of digitally mediated collective mobilization. I
focus in particular on digital culture hubs as information gatekeepers in the new media
ecology, and the role they play in legitimizing or delegitimizes Black feminist and
intersectional standpoints. I consider the implications of Black cyberfeminist labor for the
study of Black digital counter surveillance as a radical resistive practice. Finally, I
consider some areas of further inquiry, including strategies for imagining an internet after
the Facebook and Twitter era, Black cultural links to content production networks across
social media platforms; and the effect of Black digital mobilization on shaping claimsmaking language in contentious politics more broadly.

CHAPTER 2: BLACK CYBERFEMINISM AS A CLAIM ON THE
DIGITAL PUBLIC SPHERE

INTRODUCTION

In the world of Twitter, if an idea is sufficiently controversial to generate a critical
mass of debate, the debate itself becomes an event that gives temporal meaning to
interactions that happen in the space. A heated exchange between two users in the
comments below an otherwise innocuous tweet can become a “moment” in Black Twitter
when other readers quote it onto their timelines to have a discussion about its power
dynamics. Twitter users who log in to the platform may sometimes find their timeline
consumed with a debate about whether a fast food restaurant is an adequate venue for
a romantic date. Daily users, however, recognize these arguments as varied attempts to
elicit contentious opinions that invoke popular values and assumptions about gender and
sexuality. With each new conversation, social media users may participate in, abstain
from, or observe the discussion.
Gender debates take on new meaning when they are part of a sustained effort to
engage bystanders against (1) feminism as an ideology and (2) Black cyberfeminists as
a category of Twitter content creators. Thus, at any given time, two levels of meaningmaking, both dependent on user engagement, are co-occurring. On the first level,
participants note patterns in the opinions expressed, who expresses them, and how.
Dating debates, for example, tend to generate misogynist, transphobic, fatphobic, and
homophobic opinions. At the second level of meaning-making, participants contextualize
35
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the singular debate in a longer chronology of such debates. This second level of
meaning-making is partly responsible for the inscrutability of Twitter to outsiders. It
creates a shared temporality that is not legible to people who are not deeply embedded
in one of the platform’s innumerable subcultures.
Insofar as they articulate and defend a narrative about this shared temporality,
Black cyberfeminists mold a public space of resistance or Black feminist politics. In this
chapter, I show how Black cyberfeminists have used contentious discourse to create a
cultural space bound by a shared narrative about the way that gender has shaped user
experiences on Twitter over time. In the process of articulating this narrative, Black
cyberfeminists have created a public intellectual genealogy of Black feminism’s impact
on Twitter discourse. At the same time, digital discourse is becoming a central pathway
for news diffusion and framing contestation. Black cyberfeminists have thus established
themselves as a long-standing counterpublic with an authoritative claim to shaping the
boundaries of discussions about race and gender. Together, Black cyberfeminists
operate a counterpublic that strategically contributes Black feminist counterframing on
the social media platform associated with collective mobilization.
I begin by supplementing the literature review provided in the introduction with a
brief summary of the empirical field that connects digital discourse to spatial power. In
the findings section, I use evidence drawn from my fieldwork to show how Black
cyberfeminists assert their right to take up digital space by ensuring that the antimisogynist and anti-racist discursive labor Black women do remains in public memory. In
my findings, I identify four processes intentionally undertaken by Black cyberfeminists to
maintain a constant intersectionally-oriented counterpublic on Twitter:
1. Using hashtags and other technological affordances to create space
dedicated to the discussion of how social issues affect Black women with
various identity affiliations;
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2. Strategically amassing and publishing evidence to defend their claims
against powerful institutional actors and to defend themselves against
damaging counternarratives;
3. Creating and diffusing language and vocabulary that enable social
problems to be framed through intersectionality; and
4. Using Black (cyber)feminism as a lens to identify, confront, and
deconstruct ideas that undermine the Black cyberfeminist project.
Through a combination of these strategies, Black cyberfeminists create a homeplace
where discussions about topics from entertainment to antiracism center on the
experiential insights of Black women. This enables otherwise marginal narratives to
flourish and become available for incorporation into emergent collective mobilization
frames.

LITERATURE REVIEW

The introductory chapter synthesized a number of theoretical perspectives on to
lay a foundation for this chapter’s empirical treatment of the Black cyberfeminist
counterpublic. In addition, this brief literature review will summarize some of the major
empirical claims that constitute the interdisciplinary field of social media and space.

Transgressive Occupation of Public Space
This project draws heavily on Black feminist thought, which holds that the public
organization and intellectual exchange of oppressed persons is a disruptive (and
therefore transformative) transgression against the dominant social order (hooks 1990;
Taylor 2017). This enables us to read digital community-building projects circumvent
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structural inequalities as collective actions in themselves. André Brock argues along
these lines that:
The Internet, as an avatar of public culture, has changed discourses on Black identity on
Black-oriented websites in part because of the writers’ awareness of the Web as a public
space open to all. [...] The net effect of these discursive choices, however, works to
increase understandings of racial identity as a constellation of knowledge, behavior, and
beliefs for those site visitors interested in learning more about Blackness. (Brock
2009:32)

Boyd has written that teens use social media platforms to both participate in and create
networked publics and counterpublics that transverse the age-related constraints placed
on meeting in physical gathering places (Boyd 2014). In doing so, they create publics
that serve in part to validate the perspectives and experiences of diverse young people.
Women and girls have successfully used social media to aggregate testimonies of
abuse, obviating the need for traditional organizations. Clark argues that this individual
rather than organizational approach enables a greater diversity of narratives because
personal stories are not subsumed within organizational group frames (Clark 2016).
These counterpublic function in part by enabling people to organize across geographic
boundaries with less temporal pressure to prioritize some parts of their identity (e.g. race
over age, gender or disability).
Cyberfeminism functions both as a political counterpublic where Black women
harness their narrative capacity and as a place of affirmation of Black girlhood and
womanhood experiences. In subsequent chapters, I analyze the role that Black
cyberfeminist hashtags like #BlackGirlMagic play in creating a sense of online
homeplace. It is this homeplace, I will argue, that keeps Black cyberfeminists from
quitting platforms like Twitter and Facebook despite the abuse and exploitation they
endure. Homeplace reflects the additional uncompensated labor that Black women in
particular must perform in order to survive anti-Blackness as laborers in the intimate
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spaces where Whiteness is produced. The decision to go beyond this survival labor to
make home for family and community is an inherently political act.

Technological Affordances of Specific Platforms
I build on Tufekci’s conceptualization of technological affordances by considering
how digital communication facilitates or obstructs movement in, through, or around
spaces of cultural production hostile to Black participation. As Brock argues, when Black
Americans engage in online discourse, “[t]he Internet becomes a discursive structure –
one spanning space and time but constrained by bandwidth and text – through which
racial identity is represented” (Brock 2009:16). For example, Twitter and social media
platforms enable users to shape and be shaped by the discourse in multiple collective
mobilization projects (Bastos and Mercea 2016). This affordance is appealing to people
invested in the praxis of intersectionality. This potentially explains findings that quantity
of a user’s followers does not necessarily reflect the “pass-along” value of tweets;
instead, users gain more influence after concerned personal investment in a topic (Cha
et al. 2010).
Unlike other resource mobilization perspectives, Tufekci’s signals and capacities
framework accounts for the additional energy movement actors expend trying to balance
the allocation of limited resources between doing activism and communicating the
potential success of that activism to powerholders (Tufekci 2017). Within the capacities
typology,
Narrative capacity is thus a movement’s capacity to get attention and to appeal on its
own terms to the broader public for redress of its grievances. (Tufekci 2017: 194)

In this way, Tufekci characterizes narrative power as both resource (input) and labor
(output). This tension is especially useful for understanding Black feminist digital labor
because much of it is freelance writing and other creative work. Moreover, a number of
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Black feminist intellectuals support themselves and their families primarily using the
income generated from their freelance scholarship. The tension between strategic
capacities (e.g., time for blogging) and their affordances (e.g., freedom of expression at
the expense of traditional hireability) impacts the ways that Black feminist intellectuals do
scholarship. The location of Black women at the bottom of at least two intersecting
hierarchies of oppression means that mechanisms like income inequality and state
surveillance magnify these tensions. This in turn has shaped today’s Black digital
feminist salon.

Gaining Trust and Legitimacy in Social Movements
Political actors can leverage their unique literacies of the technological
affordances of social media platforms to circumvent more traditional pathways of gaining
legitimacy as information purveyors. Lievrouw describes “commons knowledge” as:
Projects [...] that have opened new arenas for collaborative knowledge production that
increasingly rival the traditions, conventions, and privileges of expert authorities and
institutionalized knowledge itself. (Lievrouw 2011:178)

Commons knowledge is marked not only by its capaciousness but also by the trust that
communities place in the resources generated by such community efforts. For Black
internet users in the era of #BlackLivesMatter and other digitally mediated movements,
commons knowledge includes strategies for identifying legitimate sources in a media
environment plagued by targeted disinformation. Commons knowledge also offers a
“broader perspective” that is more difficult to identify in mainstream media reporting,
which pivots primarily on conflictive events (Brennen 2017:193).
Youth organizing after the murder of Freddie Gray by Baltimore police depended
on “word of mouth, local news organizations (both television and print), and social media
(specifically, Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram)” (Costley White 2017:159). Despite the
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preliminary picture of Black Twitter that emerges from quantifying linking to accounts like
@bet, the Black youth organizers Costley White interviewed did not mention any
professional Black news organizations (Freelon et al. 2018). This is not surprising, given
the frequency of hashtag mobilization efforts that focus on anti-Blackness in media
framing, and a resultant attitude of skepticism toward mainstream media compared to
citizen journalism (Howard 2017).
#IfTheyGunnedMeDown was a youth-driven hashtag mobilization campaign
satirizing the media’s tendency to harvest photographs from the social media profiles of
Black victims of violence, particularly police victim Mike Brown, instead of the class
photos or military portraits that typify news representation of both white victims and
perpetrators (Everbach, Clark, and Nisbett 2017). One of the many motivations of the
#SayHerName hashtag (which I explore empirically in the findings section of this
chapter) is the recognition that the public understanding of police brutality focuses
mainly on male victims (Brown et al. 2017).
Indeed, this alternative methodology for evaluating trustworthiness and
legitimacy may help explain how #BlackLivesMatter penetrated mainstream media
gatekeeping despite the lack of a traditional social movement organizational
infrastructure (Andrews and Caren 2010; Oliver and Myers 1999). Of course, this
skepticism builds upon a tradition of media self-advocacy manifested historically in the
African-American7 press (Simmons 2006). This chapter analyzes the ways that Black
cyberfeminists claim authority while asserting intersectionality as a legitimate lens for
information evaluation. One way this authority is claimed is through a narrative of
contributing to the development of an intersectional public sphere.

7

African-American represents specific nationality and ethnic group designation within the Black diaspora.
When referencing research about diaspora groups, I reproduce the naming choices used in the original
research wherever possible, to avoid collapsing between-group experiential differences.
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Enabling Narrative Competition; Diffusing Intersectionality
Black cyberfeminists are the architects and primary contributors to digital
commons knowledge about intersectionality (Cottom 2016). They generate much of this
knowledge by critiquing the narratives about Black women that traditional media
discourses tend to uncritically reproduce. This is especially true for those narratives that
erase, underplay, or oversimplify the role of race and gender. As MacKinnon elegantly
articulates, drawing again on the metaphor of movement:
Intersectionality fills out the Venn diagrams at points of overlap where convergence has
been neglected, training its sights where vectors of inequality intersect at crossroads that
have previously been at best sped through. This reveals women of color at the center of
overlapping systems of subordination in a way that moves them from the margins of
single-axis politics that has often set priorities for opposing inequality as if they did not
exist. (MacKinnon 2013:1020)

Women’s narratives provide the sort of complex data about social location that
are required for intersectional analysis; these types of narratives often do not comply
with audience expectations (Polletta et al. 2011). I argue that Black cyberfeminism
creates a space where narrative data can be publicly decoded. Even the narratives that
predominate in Black Twitter as a wider public become points of entry for the generation
of more complex narratives through the application of an intersectional Black
cyberfeminist lens (Tynes, Schuschke, and Noble 2016). If, as Polletta argues, “plot is
the logic that makes meaningful the events that precede the story’s conclusion,” then the
intersectionality is the plot of Black cyberfeminism’s history (1998:422). Digital
intersectionality makes Black women’s experiences more legible.
In the following empirical section, I analyze how Black cyberfeminists
transgressively take up digital space, enabling Black women to collectivize through
narrative action. Black cyberfeminist intellectual labor, and Black cyberfeminists’ refusal
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to let that labor fade from public memory, enables the increased legibility of
intersectional narratives of oppression.

FINDINGS

Each hashtag conversation expands the discursive space in which Black women
can articulate their experience of issues including anti-Blackness in mainstream
feminism (#SolidarityIsForWhiteWomen), the danger of respectability politics
(#RenishaMcBride), and the particular way that Black women experience racialization
and gender oppression (misogynoir). Such hashtags exist in perpetuity and often
become infused with new life when they are evoked citationally.
My participant observation reveals that continuity between mobilization projects
is central to Black cyberfeminist discourse online. That continuity serves to map the
discursive ground that has been claimed by Black cyberfeminists so that it can be
accessed by newcomers. In this section, I describe how these spaces function
conjunctively to foster a sense of local community.

Finding 1: Claiming Discursive Space
#RenishaMcBride
Renisha McBride was a 19-year old Black woman who was shot after she
crashed her car in a Michigan neighborhood and sought help at a nearby house. Black
feminists often remember her story as an example of the differential attention given to
male victims of extrajudicial violence than to female victims by movement actors and
bystanders (Conley 2014). Feminista Jones (@FeministaJones) tagged the following
series of tweets with the hashtag #RenishaMcBride. They demonstrate the ways that
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Black cyberfeminists have used their Twitter platforms to create a space devoted to
critiquing the marginalization of Black women in Black liberation discourse associated
with the Black Lives Matter Movement. Feminista Jones, a Black feminist intellectual,
social worker, and activist, wrote a series of Tweets in response to coverage of the
subsequent murder trial, in which she critiques Black organizations for failing to
adequately seek justice for a Black woman victim.
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[Additional tweets omitted]8

This reading implicates everyone involved in the social movement performance
for their role in selectively amplifying (or not) narratives to appeal to bystanders. Jones
uses the hashtag itself as an artifact of mobilization to interrogate the biases that
determine which Black victims of racist violence spur movement action.
Scholars have written about the use of the #RenishaMcBride hashtag and other
hashtags naming Black women murder victims in order to critique the erasure of Black
women from media narratives about #BlackLivesMatter (Besch 2018; Brown et al. 2017;
Conley 2014). Jones extends this critique to address Black owned media. This implicitly
defines a division between social media discourse and Black legacy media; the tendency
of the literature is to collapse these into the same “alternative media” category. This
shifts the discussion from a focus on mainstream media to Black media power, thereby
opening a space to discuss the role of gender in mediating Blackness specifically. In this
way, Jones articulates her audience as Black actors, and positions her critique in service
of Black cultural critique.

8

WM: White Men
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Jones connects existing Black feminist thought about respectability in Black
social movement organizations to the reportage about McBride’s alcohol consumption.
Scholars of Black social movements have shown that the criteria Black social movement
organizations use to choose which victims are fit to represent racial inequities are largely
informed by an ideology of respectability. There is a great deal of exploration of the ways
sexuality figures into Black women’s ability to perform respectability, but considerably
less about how ideal femininity constrains the leisure and freedom of movement of Black
women in other ways (Davis 2018; Obasogie and Newman 2016; White 2001). Thus,
Jones’s tweets perform a double discursive labor of amplifying the memory of Renisha
McBride and other Black women like her and expanding the critique of respectabilitybased collective mobilization to include a broader range of women’s behaviors.
Jones goes beyond comparing the coverage of extrajudicial killings of Black
women to the coverage of Black men. She also theorizes about the reasoning behind
what she perceives as a lack of attention to the way that racial violence affects Black
women. Conley writes:
The transformation of the hashtag overtime represented evidence of people first naming
a victim to then claiming the young woman as part of their own communities. (Conley
2014:1112)

I argue that Black cyberfeminists claim Renisha McBride as part of a national and
international community bound by the shared experience of racialized gender
oppression. McBride’s identity as a Black woman delegitimizes her as a victim worthy of
being championed, except in this shared community pivoting on the lived experiences of
Black women. In the discursive space created by Black cyberfeminists, this minimization
is a central phenomenon rather than a concern to be addressed after a critical mass of
mobilization is reached. It also articulates Black women as a distinct group with concerns
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and experiences that need to be deconstructed in order to achieve an actual liberatory
Black politics.

#SolidarityIsForWhiteWomen
Black cyberfeminists have also claimed space within digital feminist discourse to
center the concerns of Black women. Mikki Kendall (@Karnythia) has over fifty thousand
followers. Here, she uses Twitter’s new threading feature to concatenate a series of
tweets into a cohesive argument about the exploitation of Black women’s labor to serve
the representational needs of other groups without reciprocation, especially in digital
mobilizing:
The fetish white middle class feminism has for the abuse of Strong Black women...listen,
they should see someone about that shit
-(@Karnythia 2016a)

In the first of a series of tweets, Kendall uses twenty-two words to make a class and
race-based critique of feminism as a liberatory ideology by subverting the “Strong Black
Woman” trope. Her last sentence in the tweet serves to pathologize this exploitation. In
the tweets below, Kendall expands on this critique, in part by citing the hashtag
#SolidarityIsForWhiteWomen. Black cyberfeminists have used the hashtag since 2013 to
challenge the ways that mainstream feminist discourse often renders women of color
invisible (Loza 2014). Kendall’s use of #SolidarityIsForWhiteWomen adds additional
dimension to her critique through the use of a broader community-generated critical
framework.
“And before you clutch a pearl on a listserv, understand we know your “feminism” is
trash. That’s why we made our own. Stay shook.
“This “we had no idea we were enabling abuse” routine might have worked in 2009. In
2016? They know exactly what they are doing.
“Look at how many were appalled that we insisted on speaking for ourselves. How many
asked for support but never gave any to Black women.
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“When your white femninist faves quiver that lip about how mean Black girls are? Look at
how many wrote/loved articles about our abuse.
“Their feminism is about equality to oppress alongside white men, not about equality for
all women. Please stop thinking it is anything else
“So of course they have no problem “ironically” directing trolls to attack Gabby. They also
thought calling Quvenzhané names was funny.
“Back when online harassment was mostly happening to women who aren’t white? Some
of your faves had no problem directing more abuse to us.
“That’s why #SolidarityIsForWhiteWomen. They love to play fragile when it suits them.
but why would Black girls or women need care or love?
“That way they can pretend that their expectation that we act as shock troops & sacrifices
isn’t racist. We’re “Strong” we can take the abuse
“White middle class feminism really loves the idea of Black women as mules. Too strong
and stubborn to stop no matter how much we’re hurt
“Matter of fact let me thread this so later when you’re mad you know why I called out your
fave publications. And their writers” (@Karnythia 2016b)

The series as a whole utilizes evidence from various digital conversations to support her
analysis, among them the online abuse of Olympic gymnast Gabby Douglas and 13year-old actress Quvenzhané Wallis, both of whom are successful and highly visible
young Black women. Finally, and on behalf of Black women, Kendall lays claim to this
ideological work as a unique feminism. These tweets are further contextualized by the
increasing coverage of online harassment targeting women over two years later in 2019
news cycles. This increased coverage still has not translated into widespread
acknowledgment of the raced nature of that harassment across platforms from Twitter to
Facebook.

Finding 2: Bringing the Receipts
Black cyberfeminists often use a strategy of “bringing receipts” to articulate group
history. Bringing receipts refers to the practice of providing evidence for claims that have
been publicly contested. Journalist Sydette Harry (@BlackAmazon) leverages the history
of Black cyberfeminist labor on Twitter to hold the organization accountable for how
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Black women experience Twitter. Harry brings receipts to maintain public moral pressure
on Twitter leadership to engage in reciprocity for the platform’s success, and frequently
calls upon readers to recall specific moments in which Black women apprised Twitter
leadership of abusive behavior on the platform.

On October 23rd, 2017, @BlackAmazon quoted a tweet calling out Twitter Chief
Executive Officer (CEO) Jack Dorsey (@jack) for allowing a Black woman (Myeshia
Johnson) to be publicly targeted for attack on Twitter. She calls out Dorsey for failing to
respond to the original poster’s callout the day before (October 22), thereby synthesizing
his inaction in both cases into a story about dismissiveness toward violence against
Black women.
Other Black feminists also contributed to this claim, drawing on the history of
discursive violence against Black women to do so.
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Social movement scholars outside the Black feminist tradition have paid
insufficient attention to the type of intertextuality that is required to decode Black feminist
theoretical claims or participate in Black feminist mobilization. Black cyberfeminists can
decode such complex texts due to their constant embeddedness in the counterpublic.
This intertextuality provides Black women multiple points of entry to describe the
intersectionality of their own oppression.
At the same time, intertextuality makes it more difficult for outsiders to reframe or
repackage Black cyberfeminist claims. It creates new discursive boundaries and forces
the opposition to work within those boundaries or concede the argument. As Nayak
argues, that Black feminist texts “confront and destabilize bounded representations of
authenticity, intention and subjectivity”(Nayak 2014:19). Those boundaries in turn serve
as the foundation for a discursive homeplace that the visitor (Black women) experiences
as central, rather than peripheral, to public debate.

Twitter Bots Pretending to Be Black Women
On November 17, 2016, @BlackAmazon responded to a tweet in which Joe
Webster (Managing Director of a digital news service called SmartBrief) (@jweb) cited
David Frum (@DavidFrum), Senior Editor at The Atlantic, in order to suggest that
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banning neo-Nazis on Twitter would curtail their right to free speech. Furthermore,
Webster positioned speech in opposition to violence. Within this framework, a truly
democratic society could only prevent neo-Nazi violence by peacefully defeating neoNazi ideas in an open debate forum (e.g., Twitter and YouTube).

It follows, then, that by calling for Twitter to de-platform neo-Nazi political pundits, antifascist (i.e., antifa) organizers on Twitter are enabling, rather than preventing, violence.
This framing contrasts starkly with the Black cyberfeminist framing of oppressive
discourse in the digital realm as a type of targeted violence. Thus far right digital
communities frequently target Black cyberfeminists and Black cyberfeminists must
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defend themselves constantly from antagonistic misrepresentations of Black feminist
ideas.
Journalist Sydette Harry (@BlackAmazon) responded to Webster, “Except
Twitter is a private company and BW have been talking about militias and abuse for
years and 2+2 does not equal salsa.” This response is legible through the meta-text of
Black cyberfeminist commons knowledge, and the genre of the “callout” in particular.
First, a callout involves the selection of a publicly expressed idea that can be
deconstructed to reveal ideological assumptions antithetical to one’s own political
position. The core ideological construct Harry addresses is the direct conflation of a
private corporation with the government, in its role as guarantor of the rights of its
citizens. Harry also undermines the implication that “a recent wave of account closings”
represents the beginning of a public conversation about the relationship between digital
discourse and neo-Nazi gun violence by alluding to years of Black cyberfeminist debate.
Harry thereby resists both the Frum and Webster’s claim to an objective logic and to the
authority of “first” introducing a theoretical tension to public debate. Moreover, Black
women’s experiences of abuse by neo-Nazis on the platform constitute disconfirming
evidence to the false divide between digitally mediated textual communication and
physically embodied violence offline.
By concluding with “2+2 does not equal salsa,” Harry dismisses the claim as itself
incompatible with a factual reading of the situation. The callout draws audience attention
away from the counterpublic and toward the normative public. It connects an abstract
conversation to a concrete and immediate narrative of racism. In essence, it uses
hypervisibility to signal vulnerability through the labor of personal narrative. Over time, it
forces audiences to reckon with the additional labor Black women choose to take on in
the name of truth-telling.
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In a second instance of narrative deconstruction, @BlackAmazon explains how a
single instance of tech news reporting reflects systemic, long-term disregard of Black
women’s digital vulnerability. Again, Harry explicitly selects a rapidly diffusing narrative.
In this case, the initiating event was a flurry of reports that Twitter co-founder and CEO
Jack Dorsey had retweeted a Russian bot account9 posed as a politically active AfricanAmerican woman.

9

Bots “small apps that perform automated tasks over the internet,” but they have developed an
additional connotation over the course of the Obama and Trump US presidential administrations
(Baraniuk 2018; Dart 2018; Teske 2019). In its current popular usage, a bot refers to a social media
account that is owned by political actors (often implicitly or explicitly Russian) for the purpose of diffusing
disinformation and operates through computer automation.
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Harry begins by conceding that it is newsworthy that Jack Dorsey retweeted a bot posing
as a Black American woman, but she disagrees that the salient social problem is the
political vulnerability of the platform under Dorsey’s leadership. She employs
intersectionality as method by shifting the debate lens to the specific experiences of
Black women on the platform. In doing so, she reveals an important organizing logic of
bot campaigns. This shifts the conversation away from speculation about who is creating
the bots and why to a debate about the social conditions that enable the bots to be such
an effective disinformation tool.
By striving to mimic the typical interactions of Black women on twitter, bots
revealed a unifying cultural script that cast Black women as resources in an attention
economy rather than legitimate purveyors and defenders of prosocial ideas. Harry was
able to point to previous examples of Black cyberfeminists using their Twitter platforms
to call attention to digitally enabled abuse that was being made more efficient by both
Twitter’s algorithms and its content moderation practices. This callout asserts that Black
women’s claims of being abused and their analyses of the motivations for that abuse
were sufficiently authoritative that they should have motivated an interrogation of Twitter
content moderation and algorithmically enabled hate. It also holds tech journalists
accountable for the failure to take platformed harassment seriously when its most visible
targets were Black women. Only after the #MeToo hashtag campaign amplified the
sexual assault narratives of (mostly cis-gendered white American) women did journalists
begin to report on digital harassment as a gendered social problem.
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Sydette invokes the hashtags #YourSlipIsShowing and #SolidarityIsForWhiteWomen to
lay claim to a shared intellectual genealogy with two well-exposed critical orientations
toward media and social media power. These hashtags have been used across the
years by Black cyberfeminists in numerous contexts since the original campaigns, thus
continuously expanding the scope of two critiques of collective mobilization in networked
society:
1. Social media platform owners must be held accountable for platform-enabled
abuse of multiply marginalized groups; and
2. White women organize politically at the expense of Black women.
In this way, Sydette concisely utilizes prior hashtag campaigns as a living archive or
meta-text that demonstrates the breadth, historicity, and analytic capacities of Black
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cyberfeminism. This is a citational method that is suited to the algorithmic logics of
“‘real-time’, ‘immediacy’ and ‘abundance’ over and above meaning and embodiment”
(Barassi 2015:5). Respondents to tweets can shape the direction of the conversation by
tweeting a response before the author has a chance to elaborate. Black cyberfeminists
began to mitigate this risk by popularizing the threaded tweet format, where they
provided theoretical scaffolding for their claims at the time of publication. This makes it
more difficult for interlopers to decouple Black cyberfeminist claims from the extensive
theoretical analyses that give them context.
The citation of historic hashtags serves to maintain an ongoing record of Black
women’s labor as digital culture innovators. I discuss Black cyberfeminism as a form of
discursive civic labor in Chapter Three. The record of that labor bolsters Black
cyberfeminists claim that they have a central stake in the future of Twitter as a discursive
space, having played an unquantifiable role in shaping the platform and public
perception of its importance.
Prominent Black cyberfeminists like Harry are frequently criticized for their
steadfast insistence on taking credit and crediting one another for their contributions to
the growth of Twitter, the development of digital culture, and the creation of language for
discussing issues of social marginality. However, the practice persists because Black
cyberfeminist recognize the cultural value of collective memory in constructing narratives
of social belonging. In maintaining a public history of Black women’s intellectual labor,
they challenge the media tendency to emphasize the exceptionalism of social media
platform inventors, while minimizing the contributions of users themselves. These
intragroup citation practices serve to maintain the visibility of Black feminists as historical
agents who have had a purposeful and meaningful impact on public discourse, and
Twitter discourse in particular. By maintaining the visibility of their ongoing labor, Black
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cyberfeminists define Twitter as a locality and claim a stake in its structural and cultural
future.
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Black cyberfeminists also draw critique by using what privilege and access they
do have to open discursive opportunities for Black women with less connections or
socially legitimated credentials. Sydette Harry and Feminista Jones, both with
Baccalaureates from the University of Pennsylvania, frequently use their public platforms
to critique the university on its position, or failure to take a position, on manifestations of
racial oppression, creating opportunities to:
1. Establish a historical record of appeals to powerful institutions (whether
the institution responds or not);
2. Undermine, in advance, the typical claims that Black women intellectuals
lack sufficient background to offer authoritative social analyses; and
3. Establish comparable cases and even precedents to be invoked if
institutional action supports hypotheses.
This makes it more challenging for antagonists to make ad hominem attacks against
Black cyberfeminist claims based on their academic and professional credentials.

#WomenBoycottTwitter and #MeToo
After the 2016 election, both Twitter and Facebook faced increasing media,
public, and government scrutiny related to their role in facilitating a variety of
disinformation and abuse campaigns. Rather than uncritically perpetuating the framing of
this scrutiny as a new concern arising from external attention to the platform, Harry
frames it as the foreseeable outcome of dismissing a decade of abuse reports made by
Black women.
In a thread of tweets published on October 25th, Harry demonstrates the
construction of a shared homeplace by amplifying the role of real, everyday Black
women in identifying an important social issue. The remaining quotes in this section are
excerpted from this thread:
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...The people who everyone accepts and points to as the progenitors of this ? Threatened
ME. Not as a blue check not even as a journalist but as a BW online (October 25h, 2018
11:04 am)

In this critical news frame, Black women are more than a group with exceptional,
marginal experiences. Rather, Black women have long attempted to draw attention to
digitally mediated abuse and its widespread implications for the public sphere, especially
journalism. Harry calls attention to her multiple identities as a “blue check” (Twitter user
legitimized through the “Verified” system) and journalist but emphasizes that her
positionality as a Black woman is what made her a target. This frame suggests that
Black women silence breakers and journalists have a shared history. They also have a
shared fate as the ideological defense against racist identitarianism.
they were threatening folks before the iPhone 3G , which my ass helped SELL....
(October 25th, 2018 11:06 am)

This tweet thread deftly creates a sense of shared temporality by anchoring the
history of “alt-right” web abuse to collective memory of a recognizable event. The use of
a technological innovation as a milestone also reminds readers of Harry’s
embeddedness in the technology journalism community, and thus her social and
professional credentials for asserting this frame. At the same time, capital letters draw
attention to the ways that those credentials are classed, raced, and gendered. This
strategy is legible in part because of the consistency and continuity with which it is
deployed by Sydette and other women who have adopted the practice. She adds:
“When @sassycrass starts #YourSlipIsShowing and @so_treu screen caps that ? She
did it from a breaking computer and screen shots . She’s not running regression models ,
she’s not doing COMPENSATED data analysis with university backing” (October 25th,
2018 11:08 am)

In this tweet, Harry cites the 2014 hashtag conversation #YourSlipIsShowing as
evidence that Twitter has had ample opportunity to address abusive targeting of women
and directly attributes the construction of that hashtag space. The tweet simultaneously
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functions to strengthen this narrative history of missed opportunities to curtail platform
abuse, and credits Black women with identifying those opportunities. She emphasizes
the lack of compensation and appreciation for that labor through a juxtaposition with
public reception of academic labor.
Together, these tweets lay claim to Twitter as a real place with a shared
community history that owes much of its cultural significance to the intellectual work of
Black women. By systematically reiterating a public history of Black women’s digital
labor, they construct Twitter as a home, in which they rightfully own a stake.

Finding 3: Building a Normative Language
“Historic” hashtags also function as metonyms, signaling that the central claims
associated with a specific prior campaign are an appropriate frame for the new
conversation. This is one of the primary ways that Black cyberfeminists build on previous
labor to continually expand the boundaries of what is considered a Black feminist issue.

Writer, artist, and Black feminist Mikki Kendall created the hashtag
#SolidarityIsForWhiteWomen using her Twitter account (@Karnythia, 2009) in August
2013, before I began participant observation. Yet the hashtag figures centrally in my
analysis because of its recurrent use as meta-critique of white feminism throughout the
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observation period. Kendall indicted white feminists for legitimating former Pasadena
City College professor Hugo Schwyzer as a feminist in spite his maliciousness toward
women of color. Schwyzer had developed a large feminist platform on Twitter before he
admitted to engaging in sexual relationships with students and was forced to resign; but
his highly public abuse of women of color persisted for years prior.
#SolidarityIsForWhiteWomen thus became a space in which women of color could relate
and access narratives of exclusion from white feminism (Loza 2014).
On October 13, 2017, user @justkellyok created the hashtag
#WomenBoycottTwitter, hoping to galvanize women around Twitter’s lack of support for
Rose McGowan and “all the victims of hate and harassment Twitter fails to support.”
Black feminists invoked #SolidarityIsForWhiteWomen to explain their ambivalence about
joining mobilization efforts framed from the perspective of white women. Only two days
later, McGowan tweeted and deleted “THIS IS RICH FAMOUS HOLLYWOOD WHITE
MALE PRIVILEGE IN ACTION. REPLACE THE WORD ‘WOMEN’ w/the ‘N’ WORD.
HOW DOES IT FEEL?” Again, Black women met in the space of
#SolidarityIsForWhiteWomen, gradually expanding the scope of a collective critique of
white feminism.
“That she doesn’t grasp there are women fighting both misogyny AND being called
“nigger” reinforces the fact that #SolidarityIsForWhiteWomen.” (@ztsamudzi October 15,
2017, 10:02 AM).
“Where was [the outrage] when black women already made the link between liberal
appeasers & these neo-Nazis during #SolidarityIsForWhiteWomen?” (@judeinlondon2,
October 6, 2017, 4:03 AM).
“#SolidarityIsForWhiteWomen extends to the extrajudicial killing of unarmed Black
people. News at 11.” (@Karnythia, September 23, 2016, 10:12 AM).

By searching for #SolidarityIsForWhiteWomen, Black women and women of color more
generally can locate a range of conversations about the racial politics of feminism.
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There, users find an audience for critiques of public feminist figures, narratives of
exclusion from feminist mobilization efforts, and calls for authentic coalition-building.

Misogynoir
As discussed in the introduction, Black feminist theorist Dr. Moya Bailey coined
the term misogynoir on the Black cyberfeminist blog Crunk Feminist Collective in 2010.
Since Bailey first used the concept, Black cyberfeminists have written extensively to
develop the term into a fully-fledged analytic concept. Misogynoir gives a name to the
simultaneous construction of anti-Black and anti-feminine hierarchies through the
subjugation of Black women. Twitter is ideal for extending the capacity of collective
mobilization frames to account for specific experiences; users can continuously add to
and learn from commons knowledge. Unsurprisingly, Black cyberfeminists often use
misogynoir in their frame analyses of narratives that are circulating on Twitter. For
example, @WickedBeaute, who has been a central node in diffusing the concept on
Twitter, uses misogynoir to point out the ways that a recurrent conversation about the
gender wage gap silences Black women when they point out that race and gender both
affect their compensation.
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The word has since gained wide circulation among Black cyberfeminist. In
October 2017, Black cyberfeminists invoked misogynoir to critique the framing of two
recent feminist hashtag mobilization campaigns in ways that minimize or outright erase
Black women’s social media labor. In one episode, actress Rose McGowan attempted to
call out misogyny in a tweet by reporter Chris Gardner (@ChrissGardner) by likening his
pejorative use of the word “women” to “the ‘N’ word.”
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Black cyberfeminists used misogynoir to reinforce two claims:
1. Neither the constructs of misogyny nor racism can adequately describe
the experience of Black women as both raced and gendered persons;
and
2. The current framing of the #MeToo movement is historically contingent on
a public forgetting of Black cyberfeminist mobilization on Twitter against
misogynistic abuse.
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In addition to misogynoir, other linguistic innovations include using
#AllLivesMatter as a metonym to create an analogy between the erasure of Black lives
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in favor of a colorless “all lives” and the erasure of Black women in a raceless “all
women.”

Finding 4: Confronting Boundary Violations

Black cyberfeminists add nuance to the intersectional framework that governs
norms for their counterpublic in part by addressing transgressions against these norms
as they happen.

Addressing Oppressive Language
For example, Black cyberfeminists discourage using language that oppresses a
particular identity group in order to retaliate against bullying. Black cyberfeminists
include disabled disability rights activists and others committed to ameliorating the
oppression experienced by disabled people.
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Black trans women writers and advocates for trans rights have played a central
role in shaping the boundaries in which gender violence is discussed on Twitter,
particularly within the Black cyberfeminist counterpublic. Within the homeplace created
by Black cyberfeminists, Black women organize around their additional identities and
embodied experiences. Trans Black cyberfeminists often deconstruct Black feminist
claims in order to interrogate their capacity to accommodate Trans women’s
experiences. For example, in March 2017, Raquel Willis authored a tweet thread about a
recent interview in which Nigerian feminist novelist Chimamanda Adichie was asked to
offer her opinions about trans women’s rights.
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Addressing Power Asymmetries in the Counterpublic
The black cyberfeminist counterpublic has also become a place where nationality
can be discussed as an additional axis of privilege and oppression. This is first and
foremost a result of the centrality of Caribbean thinkers in the Black cyberfeminist
counterpublic. Zahira Kelly (@Bad_Dominicana) has contributed a number of linguistic
innovations and frame analyses to Twitter’s discussion on race and gender. In particular,
she has expanded the conversation about colorism to consider the ways that antiBlackness evolved historically in different national contexts, leading to distinct embodied
experiences of being (too) Black. She accomplishes this in part by strategically calling
attention to patterns in the way that skin color is deployed as a metric of racial
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authenticity in Black Twitter discussions about celebrity. For example, Tracee Ellis Ross
and Antonia Thomas are both western actresses who are considered Black entertainers
in entertainment reportage. Kelly points out that her antiracist work is often dismissed by
Americans, invoking the rationale that she experiences privilege due to her light skin,
and even suggesting that she is rationally ambiguous. Kelly has responded by calling
attention to the power that US Americans have to define Blackness and colorism in ways
that elide the distinct, but parallel, experiences of Black people in Spanish-colonized
countries.
As in other Black cyberfeminist work, she uses a thread to connect her ideas,
including anticipating a recurring argument and providing a rebuttal. This thread is
addressed specifically to Black people and draws intentionally from discussions that
happen continuously in Black Twitter. These discussions can then be cross referenced
by the reader, who may use the platform as an archive to evaluate whether her claim is
supported. In contrast to blogwork, social media platforms afford thinkers the ability to
efficiently reference content generated by a wide variety of social actors in a way that is
free and publicly accessible to their readers. In the context of Twitter, the constant
debates about cultural values and normative behavior serve as a metatext that can be
sociologically interrogated.
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In this excerpt of Kelly’s Twitter timeline, her threaded tweets are published
seconds apart; this is an artifact of when tweeted threads had to be constructed
manually by carefully replying to each successive tweet in turn. Now, Twitter has been
program to incorporate the threading function into the drafting stage of writing a tweet,
so that authors can publish whole threads simultaneously. In other words, the
effectiveness of this method of communicating as utilized by public intellectuals on
Twitter led to its adaptation as a prominent platform feature. I take up Black
cyberfeminist demands for compensation for this type of labor as the subject of Chapter
Three.

CONCLUSION

The apparent increase in media attention to intersectional claims of oppression
does not necessarily translate into meaningful action. Diverse voices, perspectives, and
histories have been erased from public memory, so hegemonic actors take advantage of
this erasure and claim that the concerns of the marginalized are insufficiently developed,
either in theory or in practice, and are therefore illegitimate. Black cyberfeminists make a
concerted and deliberate effort to resist this erasure and its reification by intervening in
public discourse about race and gender with disconfirming evidence of social frames
from the real lives of Black women, and by taking on the institutions and individuals that
perpetuate non-intersectional social frames. As Sydette Harry, Feminista Jones, Zahira
Kelly, Raquel Willis and many others demonstrate, the creation of a public memory
exclusionary to marginalized people is a cyclical multi-system process. As a result, Black
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cyberfeminists engage in perpetual, public, and high-stakes intellectual labor against
powerful institutional actors.
Because they are deeply embedded in the Twittersphere, Black cyberfeminists
can identify and reveal discursive patterns. They can also strategically intervene in
public discourse when their signal is most likely to be heard. Finally, they can combine
narrative strategies like callouts, bringing the receipts and intertextuality. The Black
cyberfeminist metatext that Black cyberfeminists have created and indexed via Twitter
can in turn be invoked and resynthesized into new critiques that destabilize processes of
erasure. Doing so is, however, additional uncompensated labor, an issue I consider
more fully in Chapter Three (“Abuse and Self-Defense: The Unseen Labor of Black
Cyberfeminist Hypervisibility”).
To the extent feminist issues succeed in penetrating the public sphere, white
women wield discursive power that Black women do not have. Consequently, knowledge
production often occurs when Black cyberfeminist interpretations conflict with feminist
perspectives forwarded by white feminists. Accordingly, Black feminists employ a
number of strategies to make our oppressions legible to audiences that only have antiBlack, misogynistic scripts within which to interpret Black womanhood narratives.
Because narrative plays such a central role in feminist intellectual production across
time, space, and race, I focused in this chapter on the unique ways it is employed by
Black digital feminists to expand the scope of their claims to address ongoing public
debates.
The complexity of Black cyberfeminist frameworks is the key to their capacity to
intervene in conversations in which they are wildly outnumbered and lack popular
support. It also challenges the capacity of existing social media mobilization models to
account for the actual resource cost of intersectional action. That is, case studies of
feminist hashtags without sufficient attention to Black cyberfeminist intertextuality
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obscures the difficulty and intentionality required for multiply marginalized women to
intervene in public discourse. Black cyberfeminist hashtags have become metonyms that
Black women and other audiences to the Black cyberfeminist counterpublic can read as
critiques of the structural, political, and representational oppressions that contextualize
the lives of Black women and their strategies of resistance.
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CHAPTER 3: BLACK CYBERFEMINISM’S USE OF
INTERSECTIONALITY AS A MOBILIZING DISCOURSE

INTRODUCTION
As Chapter One demonstrated, intersectionality has emerged as the primary lens
through which Black cyberfeminist discourse articulates the positionality of Black women
in relation to social institutions like the digital public sphere. Black cyberfeminists
intentionally identify opportunities to make space for the intersectional specificity and
heterogeneity of Black women’s stories in the mobilization of digital narratives against
racism and sexism. To do so, Black women consistently develop, lead, and frame
Twitter conflicts in ways that enable them to add value and nuance from their own
experiences. They simultaneously protect their hard-won discursive opportunities and
subvert the erasure of Black women’s knowledge production from public memory and
digital culture narratives when they remind readers of past battles. These include
hashtag mobilization projects like #YourSlipIsShowing #SolidarityIsForWhiteWomen,
and other challenges against “business as usual” politics. They innovate vocabularies
and linguistic signals to create a shared language and theoretical framework that Black
girls and women of diverse gender, sexuality, and class identities can use to articulate
their own oppressive experiences. This chapter examines the ways that Black
cyberfeminists have drawn and innovated upon intersectionality in order to make legible
the narratives of Black women in the contentious politics of Twitter.
Black cyberfeminism represents its own distinct branch in the intellectual
genealogy of intersectionality as a Black feminist knowledge project. The central claim of
this dissertation is that Black cyberfeminism has been and continues to be an intentional,
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strategic, collective intervention shaping Twitter as digital public sphere. As the academy
increasingly acknowledges the impact of intersectionality as a theoretical corrective to
what Patricia Hill Collins (2008) calls “sociological business as usual,” the role of Black
cyberfeminism in popularizing, modeling, and innovating intersectional discourse outside
the academy receives little acknowledgement. In the findings section I expound upon
two frame processes I observed in the Black cyberfeminist counterpublic. To
demonstrate frame bridging, I use a network model of 1570 tweets that shows Twitter
users deploying the Black feminist concept of misogynoir alongside keywords and
hashtags representing over a dozen intersectional feminist claims. I substantiate my
claim that the Black cyberfeminist counterpublic enables new extensions of
intersectionality theory through three examples of Black cyberfeminist frame
transformation.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Intersectionality theorists are paying increasing attention to the ways that the
theory is being deployed within academic and political spheres to undermine its more
radical political principles. In intersectionality’s original instantiation, feminist legal
scholar Kimberlé Crenshaw (1991) explicitly articulated the framework as an extension
of critical race theory and Black feminist thought.

Black Women and “Intersectional Invisibility”
Since then, numerous scholarly projects have invoked the term “intersectionality”
(or “intersectional”) while treating race and/or gender as epiphenomenal social variables
even though they are cornerstones of the original intervention (Hancock 2007; McCall
2005; Stoll and Block 2015). In marginalizing the contributions of women of color,
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particularly Black women, such works actually undermine the analytic corrective that
intersectionality is supposed to provide, namely the identification of otherwise invisible
social problems (Carbado 2013; Choo and Ferree 2010). This is possible by avoiding the
complex discussions of powerful asymmetries required of an intersectional analysis.
This pattern of assimilation both reflects and perpetuates the widespread
devaluation of Black women’s efforts to radicalize knowledge production and its impact
on social institutions (such as the media). For example, Alexander-Floyd (2012) argues:
It is not merely a matter of preference or availability of methods; intersectionality scholars
in different fields have been keenly aware of and co-participants in feminist debates
about the nature of knowledge production. They have chosen disciplines that allow them
greater latitude and/or refashioned them in ways that press against received standards of
inquiry. Their efforts to create new or to adapt existing hermeneutical methodologies
bring into play sensibilities that, when taken together, reflect new forms of knowledge
unable to be captured by quantitative methods. (Alexander-Floyd 2012:13)

The Black feminist standpoint of intersectionality is part of its “ideographic” dimension,
that is, the knowledge project that is contingent on Black women’s historic fight for social
justice (Alexander-Floyd 2012). By relegating Black women intellectuals to the role of
token “diverse voice” versus theoretical architect, such projects dislocate the language of
intersectionality from its liberatory intentions.
There are parallel conversations happening inside and outside academia about
the legitimacy of intersectionality as a critical paradigm. Yet the academic literature has
primarily engaged with the internal, interdisciplinary travels of the theory. As political
groups increasingly articulate claims using the language of intersectionality, they raise
the stakes of the extra-academic debate about intersectionality as a paradigm for
political action. This literature provides a heuristic for evaluating lay claims that
intersectionality is positivistic (“oppression olympics”), atheoretical (“zealotry”), divisive
(“identity-based bickering”) or violent (“intersectionality’s darker illiberal side”) (Young
2019). As the hypervisible face of the Black feminist digital commons, the Black
cyberfeminist counterpublic on Twitter is often where opponents of intersectionality
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target their claims against the values and methodological capacities of the paradigm.
Black cyberfeminists must confront counterframes of intersectionality, lest they derail
Black feminist claims articulated using the framework. I explore this in the findings
section of this chapter.

Intersectionality in the Public Sphere
Intersectionality is ideal for articulating political grievances because it derives its
explanatory power from material experiences within social hierarchies. This is because,
as MacKinnon (2013) writes:
As intersectional work has shown since its inception, social hierarchy creates the
experiences that produce the categories that intersect. Substantively, white males
dominate. Domination- and- subordination is the relational dynamic that animates this
structure. It is this substantive grasp of forces that critical theories—when they are
critical—are critical of, criticizing the “uncritical and disturbing acceptance of dominant
ways of thinking about discrimination (Crenshaw 1989:150)” (MacKinnon 2013:1024).

Unsurprisingly, the journey of intersectionality as academic theory and method
include contentious politics. Aaronette M. White (White 1999) engaged in a participant
observation of an anti-rape campaign centered on the 1992 appeals trial of AfricanAmerican boxer and alleged (later convicted) rapist Mike Tyson. White observed that:
[v]arious prominent men in the African American community, such as filmmaker Spike
Lee and former President of the National Baptist Convention Reverend T. J. Jimerson,
supported a "Free Mike Tyson" campaign to raise funds to support Tyson's appeal
(Christian Century 1992). Most of these supporters were previously involved in letter
writing efforts and circulating national petitions seeking leniency for Tyson before he was
sentenced (Jet 1992). Tyson supporters saw him as a victim joining the ranks of Clarence
Thomas and even District of Columbia Mayor Marion Barry as high-profile Black martyrs
persecuted for behavior that white men get away with on a daily basis (Steptoe 1992).
Supporters relied on sexist rape myths to justify their argument for the release of Mike
Tyson ("She was in his room so she must have wanted sex"). Disparaging remarks were
made about Black women on various radio talk shows ("First Anita Hill, now Desiree
Washington, why are Black women compromising Black men's upward mobility and
embarrassing the Black community?"). (White 1999:82)

The Black feminist organization in which White was embedded (The Sisterhood)
attempted to intervene in this discourse by developing an advertisement campaign that
would vocalize “a distinct Black feminist master frame with its blend of race, gender, and
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class dynamics in the analysis of rape” (White 1999:94). They modeled their campaign
after one in support of Anita Hill, signed by over 1600 women and distributed to The New
York Times as well as six Black newspapers. The Sisterhood also engaged in collective
re-readings of Black feminist theory such as the writings of June Jordan and Alice
Walker. Thus, these Black feminist organizers engaged in a process of citation and
frame bridging that coheres with both the ideographic and ideational dimensions of
intersectionality.
The more intersectionality diffuses as a mobilization frame, the more framing
contests attempts to counterframe the feminist mobilization efforts of Black people,
Indigenous people, and other people of color by undermining intersectionality as a
paradigm. More recently, hashtag campaigns that articulate intersectional political
claims, like #SayHerName, #BringBackOurGirls, and #FastTailedGirls have gained
national recognition (Conley 2013; Hunter et al. 2016; Stout, Coulter, and Edwards
2017). Benford and Snow (2000) referred to White’s study of The Sisterhood as a
“notable exception” to the dearth of studies on frame transformation, that is, “changing
old understandings and meanings and/or generating new ones” (Benford and Snow
2000:625). In this chapter, I argue that Black cyberfeminists are similarly engaged in a
process of transforming the frames in which violence against Black women is discussed.

New Readings of Intersectionality
Crenshaw intended for intersectionality to add nuance to an extant conversation,
and to encourage new theoretical insights. In part, she argues, this insight should come
by revealing sites and processes of subordination that are ordinarily elided by
institutionalized systems of redress:
The struggle over which differences matter and which do not is neither an abstract nor an
insignificant debate among women. Indeed, these conflicts are about more than
difference as such; they raise critical issues of power. The problem is not simply that
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women who dominate the antiviolence movement are different from women of color but
that they frequently have power to determine, either through material or rhetorical
resources, whether the intersectional differences of women of color will be incorporated
at all into the basic formulation of policy. Thus, the struggle over incorporating these
differences is not a petty or superficial conflict about who gets to sit at the head of the
table. In the context of violence, it is sometimes a deadly serious matter of who will
survive -- and who will not. (Crenshaw 1991:1265)

Thus, Crenshaw’s Mapping the Margins (1991) locates the struggle for discursive power
in the ideational realm of contentious politics, and explicitly links structural change to
challenging dominant narratives. It is unsurprising, then, that there is a coherence
between intersectionality as a technology that creates new narrative opportunities, and
Twitter as a technology that enables rapid narrative diffusion.
In contrast to the tendency toward universalization that animates much of the
recent academic attention to intersectionality, Black cyberfeminism emphasizes
intersectionality as a methodological and ideographic challenge to dominant ways of
knowing (Alexander-Floyd 2012; Cottom 2016; Thelandersson 2014). Black
cyberfeminism approaches academia as a political institution and accordingly, treats
academic institutions as stakeholders in a broad political field. There is a small but
rapidly growing academic literature that examines collective digital mobilization projects
as interventions into significant cultural narratives or political discourses (Tanksley
2016). However, the field still lacks a coherent explanation for the apparent centrality of
digital discourse in shaping race and gender. Indeed, intersectionality may have become
popular enough in digital discussions that we may be able to transition from specifying
“race and gender discourse” to take up Crenshaw’s terminology of subordination (1991)
instead.
As this project has demonstrated so far, narrative technology is as central to the
repertoire of Black cyberfeminists as it has been to historical Black feminist collective
mobilization projects. Black feminist knowledge production outside academia is
marginalized by two gatekeeping processes: (1) the devaluation of Black women’s
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knowledge generally, and (2) the devaluation of all non-academic knowledge production.
Alexander-Floyd (2012) wrote presciently that:
In this historical moment and cultural context, citation is one of the primary currencies of
academic exchange and a foundation of scholarly practice. It allows us to reevaluate
authors and their arguments. It also, ideally, situates one’s own work within a community
of scholars with whom one is conversant. (2012:16)

The result is that Black cyberfeminists must innovate continually, both to resist
antagonistic discourse and to use the technological affordances of social media safely
and effectively.

FINDINGS
Black cyberfeminism has improved the resonance of intersectionality as a
theoretical frame for diagnosing and addressing social problems. Insofar as social
movement actors make narrative claims through Twitter’s technological affordances,
they benefit from the Black feminist counterpublic priming regular Twitter users with the
basic logics of intersectionality. Black cyberfeminists bridge frames between narrative
mobilization events by using the concept of misogynoir to demonstrate how race and
class co-construct hostile conditions for Black women across a range of contexts. They
also transform the frame of “anti-Black violence” to address culturally-specific
manifestations of violence against Black girls, to interrogate the silencing of Black
women by white women in feminist politics, and to radically expand notions of bodily
autonomy for Black women. In doing so, they also challenge the popular political
narrative frame, which is inconsistent with the theory’s actual intellectual genealogy, that
intersectionality is “only” about race and gender, rather than substantively accounting for
other axes of oppression.
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Narrative Frame Bridging
Linguistic innovations of Black cyberfeminists are critical to diffusing
intersectionality to the broader public and making its claims legible to an ever-widening
array of political actors. In Chapter One, I introduced the concept of misogynoir, a
linguistic innovation of feminist critical race scholar Moya Bailey and introduced to the
Black feminist counterpublic via the Black feminist blog Crunk Feminist Collective
(2010). Since its ideation, the word misogynoir has been used as a technology for
introducing intersectionality to conversations on Twitter about discrimination against
black women. The commons knowledge, or digital metatext, of Black cyberfeminism
includes a significant repertoire of blogwork that is outside the scope of this dissertation.
Instead, I consider the ways that Black cyberfeminists use the technological affordances
of Twitter to create an entry point to Black cyberfeminism for newcomers. This process is
visible in part through an analysis of hashtags co-occurring with the keyword misogynoir
on Twitter. Misogynoir has also been adopted as a news frame in a growing number of
news stories.

Hashtags Co-Occurring with “Misogynoir”
[Figure 3.1: A Social Network Map of Misogynoir Tweets and Co-Occurring Hashtags]
From a sample of 1,570 tweets collecting on August 1, 2017, I identified 56
hashtags co-occurring with the use of misogynoir in a tweet or retweet (see Figure 3.1).
No doubt some of these hashtags are noise from accounts attempting to benefit from the
popularity of the term in advertising their own content. Other hashtags, however, indicate
the use of misogynoir to expand the scope of social issues frames to include the lens of
Black women’s experience: #AbuseCulture, #homelessness, #TransLivesMatter,
#BlackGirlHealth, #lgbtqia2s, #poverty, #sexism, and #violence. A cluster of co-occurring
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hashtags suggests an attempt to define misogynoir expansively to include physical,
sexual, and emotional violence.
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Another category of hashtags is associated with collective mobilization projects.
The hashtag #IStandWithLeslie was a response to the targeted online abuse of Black
comedienne Leslie Jones in August 2016 (LaSha 2016). #IStandWithLeslie and its
associated hashtags (#IStandWithLeslie, #LoveforLeslieJ) invoked misogynoir to explain
why neo-Nazi celebrity Milo Yiannopoulos and his fans targeted Jones with a sexually
explicit, multi-platform hate campaign. Black feminists argued that Jones was especially
vulnerable to abuse because Twitter actively enabled a systemic culture of abuse
towards Black women and other marginalized groups by dismissing years of reports
about targeted harassment (Massie 2016).
The hashtag campaign #BreakfastClubBoycott represents a Black Twitter effort
to censure popular podcast “Breakfast Club;” hosted by Angela Yee, Charlamagne Tha
God, and DJ Envy; for airing the violent transphobic remarks of rapper Lil Duval, who
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joked about killing trans women (Yesha 2017). Misogynoir was used to extend an
intraracial conversation about intimate partner violence against Black women to address
the normalization of violence against Black trans women. The hashtag #racisme reflects
the invocation of misogynoir on Francophone Twitter (Konan 2018). The hashtag
#FastTailedGirls, used to host a dialogue about the hypersexualization of Black girls,
has also been invoked alongside misogynoir (Bradford 2017).
Hashtag mobilization also includes #SayHerName, as well as the name of Korryn
Gaines, a Black woman whose murder by police has been marginalized even within
intersectional mobilization against police brutality (Brown et al. 2017). In these and other
hashtags that mourn Black women victims of gendered violence, misogynoir is used to
make visible the ways that models of race- and gender-motivated violence fail to account
for the distinct but systemic experiences of Black women (Feminista Jones 2017).
Bailey (2013) described her rationale for developing misogynoir this way:
As I worked on my dissertation, I wanted to develop a term that addressed the
specific violence of representational imagery depicting Black women. I coined
misogynoir to name this particular kind of racist sexist tropes. As a result of its
utility, misogynoir has been used frequently within the Black feminist
blogosphere. By introducing new language into the conversations around
masculinity and hip hop, I hope to engender more specificity in gender studies
scholarship. (Bailey 2013:341–42)
The use of misogynoir in Black feminist hashtag mobilization coheres with Bailey’s
imaginary of how the term might be used, while extending its interrogation of violence to
another embodied reality of Black women. Misogynoir is therefore an analytic technology
developed in tandem by academic and nonacademic intellectuals, along with other Black
feminist knowledge producers that share a stake in creating narrative possibilities for
Black women.
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Framing News with Misogynoir
One measure of the success of the frame diffusion process is the adoption of
emergent narratives in news reportage. That which is reported in the papers and on
broadcast television objectively as "news" validates the frames of social movement
actors when it uses movement frames in mainstream headlines, when it publishes
writings by movement participants, and when journalists cite movement actors as
authorities (Benford and Snow 2000; Costley White 2018; Terkildsen and Schnell 1997).
By this measure, misogynoir is doing well on digital-first news publications like Vox, The
Root (Gizmodo Media Group), and Huffington Post, that have published stories that
invoked misogynoir as the central frame.
Another type of news framing occurs on Twitter, when Black cyberfeminists
themselves introduce news stories as part of a broader narrative about subordination. In
mid-2018, I began using Google Alerts10 to aggregate news stories that cited misogynoir,
in order to see if the concept was gaining any traction as a news narrative. Although I
can make no guarantees as to the systematicity of Google’s alert algorithm, the results
of this exercise offer a preliminary snapshot of some of the routes misogynoir is taking
as a news frame (see Figure 3.2).
[Figure 3.2: Google Alerts about Misogynoir News Stories]
The list includes a mixture of thematic blogs like ColorLines (race) and The Grio (Black
culture) and the websites of legacy news media like BBC News, NPR, and The New
York Times. All of the articles are substantively about Black women (both according to
their titles and based on my reading of their content), suggesting that the term might be
resisting some of the universalization processes that often affect Black feminist narrative
10

Google Alerts is a news service that allows users to receive email updates whenever a given keyword is
used in a news story.
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frames. A number of the articles were about tennis champion Serena Williams, who has
famously subverted both racist and sexist notions of athleticism (Smith 2018). These
articles use misogynoir to explain why Williams in particular has been the subject of
unfounded speculation about her body, sportsmanship, and biological gender (Bailey
2016; Okolosie 2018).
Finally, Twitter users participate in the diffusion of news stories and frames when
they choose news stories from external platforms and tweet them, sometimes
substituting their own caption for the supplied byline. For example, Son of Baldwin, an
antiracist public intellectual with a multiplatform web presence, often diffuses Black
cyberfeminist narratives from Twitter to Facebook and vice versa.

For example, he uses #Misogynoir to frame a tweet about Dr. Tamika Cross, an
obstetrician and gynecologist who was obstructed from helping in a patient emergency
on Delta flight (Hawkins 2016).
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Frame Transformation
Afro-Latina Erasure
Political actors challenge the narrative frames emerging from the Black
cyberfeminist counterpublic by critiquing intersectionality itself as undertheorized,
divisive, and politically inexpedient. In fact, Black cyberfeminism is highly sophisticated
in both its internal and external citation practice, theory, and argument construction. This
is particularly evident in the ways that Black Caribbean cyberfeminists work to make
nationality, color, and class visible as complex systems of domination that are also
central to understanding Black folks’ experiences. MacKinnon writes that when
intersectionality is applied as method, “Categories that had been uniform and few
become modulated and variegated as well as many” (MacKinnon 2013:1020). Although
critics of intersectionality claim that the act of categorization is inherently divisive, Black
cyberfeminists argue that they name categories already shaping their reality in order to
dismantle them.
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On August 27, 2019, Marlon Martínez murdered Emely Peguero, a sixteen-yearold girl pregnant with his child in the Dominican Republic because she would not
consent to an abortion. Zahira Kelly was quick to identify Peguero’s murder and its
subsequent news coverage as a feminist issue. In a thread published in September
2017, Kelly named a number of power asymmetries that contributed to the death of
Emely, and which characterize the extreme vulnerability of girls in the Dominican
Republic (or the DR, the shorthand many Dominican-Americans, including Kelly, use).
Marlon Martínez was an adult man and a member of a rich, politically powerful family in
the Dominican Republic. Peguero was poor, and her pregnancy out of wedlock at
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sixteen -- not Martínez’s own part it -- threatened his family’s reputation (Anon 2018;
Oyola 2017).
Kelly argues that Peguero’s vulnerability is both culturally specific and illustrative
of a global dismissal of the Dominican Republic as a target for feminist human rights
politics. She constructs her argument in recognition of her diverse audience, many of
whom may not be familiar with gendered violence in the country. She manages these
multiple audiences in part by writing in both Spanish and English, and by contextualizing
each of her claims with demographic facts about Dominican Republic.

Kelly uses a traditional Black feminist strategy by drawing on her expertise about
the cultural and structural contours of her own oppression. She draws on her lifetime
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knowledge of news reports of femicide as a source of authority to speak on the way that
violence against women is represented in the DR, in her estimation: “casually.”
For example, she asserts that patriarchal culture means that predatory men have
familial support in Dominican Republic, which often makes other women -- in this case,
Martínez’s mother -- complicit in the disposability of other women and girls. Kelly makes
a complex argument about structure and culture as mutually constitutive of gender
violence.
One of the major features that distinguishes Black cyberfeminist labor on Twitter
from other formats is audience response. Readers can respond to claims made by Black
cyberfeminists within seconds, and those responses have the potential to circulate on its
own. Because Black feminism is a marginal political positionality, and Black women are
a vulnerable population, Black cyberfeminist claims on Twitter are often met by a litany
of direct challenges. Some of these challenges a common refrain that Black women are
lashing out because they are bitter due to romantic betrayal or paternal abandonment.
Kelly responds to these tweets:
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In this way, Kelly parries this attempt at counterframing her claims that this
violence is part of a systemic oppression of Dominican women. It is also worth noting
here that “Black feminist” also functions as an assignation by Black male antifeminists
online that identifies targets for counterframing attempts (at best) and abuse (at worst). It
is within this intraracial contentious political space that “who hurt you?” functions as taunt
and metonym for “hysterical” feminists (Caesar 2018; Monroe 2019). This also serves to
connect digital discourse with the discursive processes that normalize violence against
Black women. This argument aligns Kelly’s work with a broader Black cyberfeminist
attention to social discourse and its importance to representational intersectionality.
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Kelly engages in frame expansion and frame transformation through a process of
agenda setting. Read in conjunction with Kelly’s other writing, including her Twitter
repertoire, the threads on #EmelyPeguero expand the scope of the experience of Black
girlhood. Kelly is clear in her work that her autoethnographic descriptions are
contextualized by her Blackness. She has written:
AfroLatinas are peripheral to mainstream society in so many ways. We are not
the acceptable, light, nonblack Latinas. We are not the acceptable Black people.
We are not the acceptable U.S.ians. In 2017, people still debate whether or not
we exist. We are the cultural backbone of Latin America, yet our language,
music, form of dress, and social class is deemed lesser until someone who is not
us mimics us. Then it’s great. (Kelly 2017)
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Using the hashtag format for #EmelyPeguero is more than news indexing; Kelly is
intentionally intervening to include Emely in the Black cyberfeminist project of publicly
remembering domestic violence victims. I included this example of Kelly’s work in part to
amplify this remembering in recognition that academia has similarly failed to engage with
the contributions of Afro-Latina feminists to feminist hashtag mobilization.

From #YourSlipIsShowing to #WomenBoycottTwitter
In the previous chapter, I showed how Black cyberfeminists continued to invoke
the 2014 hashtag #YourSlipIsShowing created by Black cyberfeminists I’Nasah Crockett
@so_treu and Shafiqah Hudson @sassycrass (Hampton 2019) throughout my 20152018 observation period to hold Twitter accountable for enabling platformed abuse
targeting Black women. Sydette Harry has used the hashtag to demonstrate that Black
women are central to the development of Twitter as a successful digital product and a
space of cultural production.
Now, Harry and others use #YourSlipIsShowing to force a conversation about
why the normalized digitally enabled abuse of Black women failed to elicit a corporate
response or public outcry, but other manipulations of the service have. She is able to
make this more complex argument precisely because of the citational lattice she and
other Black cyberfeminists have created using episodic hashtag campaigns, blogwork,
tweet threads, pre-existing Black feminist theory. The following example is an excerpt of
one of several October 2018 tweet threads in which Sydette Harry names institutions
that she argues should be accountable for the inattention toward platformed hate that
victimizes Black women especially. Harry draws attention to the emergent narrative
frame of the “alt left right,” which is part of a Trump-era discursive shift that normalizes
fascist participation in mainstream American politics (Anon 2016; Anti-Defamation
League 2018; Stein 2018). Harry implicates academic and academic-adjacent
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institutions in failing to address far right information manipulation when Black women on
Twitter first sounded the alarm. Invoking #YourSlipIsShowing throughout the month of
October 2017 is a deliberate strategy to bridge the hashtag’s frame with the emergent
collective mobilization narrative frame of #WomenBoycottTwitter and #MeToo.

Twitter threads are ideal for these types of multiple-step claims. As Harry tags
new stakeholders in each tweet, she draws them into a complex critique of information
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gatekeeping. The problem, as framed by Harry, is cultural disposition toward dismissing
violence against Black women and Black women’s observations of social ills. Hence
Black women’s lectures, meticulously harvested screenshots, and hashtag mobilization
campaigns prove insufficient to put social issues on the agenda of powerful research
institutions. Rather than capitulating to this process of erasure, Black cyberfeminists
labor to make it as difficult as possible for authoritative institutions to feign ignorance or
inadequate preparation. Accordingly, Black cyberfeminists are returning to
#YourSlipIsShowing as an archive that attests to their earlier prognoses.
Recently, Black cyberfeminists have reinitiated the conversation
#YourSlipIsShowing was meant to begin (using a newer hashtag,
#WomenBoycottTwitter) about the centrality of Black women to far-right digital
disinformation projects. In practice, they apply intersectionality as a strategy for
constructing, bridging, or transforming collective mobilization narratives. This also serves
to legitimate their original diagnostic and prognostic frames: (1) Digital disinformation
relies on weaponizing the culture of neglect and abuse of socially marginalized groups
on social media platforms, and (2) this abuse would escalate if unaddressed and expand
in scope to additional targets.
At 3:03 PM UTC on Thursday, October 12th, 2017, self-described feminist
@justkelly_ok used the hashtag #WomenBoycottTwitter to call on women to boycott
Twitter the next day, Friday, October 13th, 2017, “[i]n solidarity w[ith] @RoseMcGowan
and all the victims of hate and harassment Twitter fails to support.” Black cyberfeminist
thought leaders on Twitter used #WomenBoycottTwitter to call attention to the
differential treatment of Black women versus white women victims of online harassment,
using Twitter as a case. Not only did Black feminist intellectuals choose not to participate
in the boycott, but they used the campaign hashtag to lay claim to an audience that they
argued was typically indifferent to Black women. They tweeted critiques of what they
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argued was a brand of feminism that harms women of color to make social gains for
white women and used the new hashtag to index them. These critiques ranged from
calls for allies to be reflexive about the role of race in circumscribing Black women’s
participation in a boycott to direct assertions that white women on Twitter had not been
as interested in sexist abuse on Twitter when the victims were Black women. Despite its
fading media significance, #WomenBoycottTwitter laid important groundwork for
#MeToo. It also marks a moment in which the distinct discursive contributions of Black
cyberfeminists are particularly visible.

Here, Harry takes the additional step of placing these events in conversation with
one another in a format that draws strength from Twitter as an archive, yet concisely rearticulates her central argument for newcomers and regular readers alike.
At the same time, Harry’s argument undermines a narrative in the mainstream
news, that collective mobilization against platformed hate online began in October 2017.
This frame comes not from the hashtag organizer or the participants themselves; rather,
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news organizations and platform owners mutually construct a story about social
progress that elides the participation of Black women. #YourSlipIsShowing serves as a
temporal anchor in an approximately decade-long chronology of Black cyberfeminist
theorizing about digital culture. By invoking these hashtags outside of their original
temporality, Sydette challenges narratives that rely on the assumption that the events
are discrete and not that race is not relevant.
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Black cyberfeminists have had some limited success at gaining attention for this
oversight. In April 2019, Slate published “The Black Feminists Who Saw the Alt-Right
Threat Coming,” in which journalist Rachelle Hampton argued:
It’s now conventional wisdom that today’s hateful right-wing trolling has its roots
in Gamergate. [...] But as the media has pieced together the story of the altright’s rise, #EndFathersDay has been a key omission. This feels particularly
notable in light of the fact that Quinn, arguably the main target of Gamergate, not
only quotes Hudson in her book, Crash Override, but also specifically cites
#EndFathersDay as a precursor to “similar disinformation tactics used during
GamerGate, and later during the 2016 presidential election. (Hampton 2019)

Pro-Heaux Politics
Black cyberfeminists articulate an intersectional labor politics that departs from
the experiences of diverse groups in the digital labor economy. Writer, sex worker, and
theorist Noa Suprimhbé designed the framework pro-heauxism in 2016 to capture the
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Black cyberfeminism of female and femme11 sex workers in particular. In her treatise,
she wrote:
Pro-Heaux (proh-hoh) is a theoretical framework that interrogates the oppressive
and liberatory politics of sexual labor as they relate to race, gender, and class
among other axes of identity. It is often concerned with giving agency and voice
to sex workers (broadly defined as any individual that exchanges sexual
engagement for financial compensation). It is a direct answer to the challenge of
respectability politics, a Black political strategy popularized by the Civil Rights
Movement. Respectability politics emphasizes African Americans’ ability to
embody American white middle class values and comportment. Pro-heaux, by
contrast, critiques the transactionality of heterosexual relationships in capitalist
society. It locates notions of sexual morality in the pursuit of vigorous consent
and affective accountability for the complexities of relationships involving sex.
(suprihmbé 2016)
A central assumption of pro-heaux political philosophy is that Black women
experience a unique form of oppression called misogynoir. Misogynoir accounts for the
simultaneous construction of anti-Black and anti-femme hierarchies through the
subjugation of Black women. Pro-heaux theorists and activists explicitly reject
controlling the sexual behavior of Black women as a solution to Black women’s
marginalization. Like other recent intersectional political campaigns, they insist on an
inverted hierarchy that prioritizes the experiences and perspectives of the most
vulnerable group members.
Pro-heaux Black cyberfeminists argue that Black women and femme (especially
queer) sex workers are especially vulnerable to economic exploitation and violence
owing to the widespread cultural demonization of sex workers. At the same time, Black
women have diverse experiences with digital sex work, including satisfaction with the
financial return and appreciation of the immediacy and temporal flexibility. Accordingly,
Suprihmbé describes pro-heauxism as a politics of and for Black poor women and
femmes. In Black cyberfeminist practice, pro-heauxism creates discursive space for the
narratives of Black sex workers, especially those that amplify their agency, collective
11

See Buchanan 2018. (Buchanan 2018).
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knowledge, and ingenuity. For example, Suprihmbé offers opportunities for sex workers
to name their profession in ways that add nuance to the political and labor umbrella of
“sex worker” from the perspective of the workers themselves.

The naming options include the opportunity to capture the creative dimensions of sex
work.
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Suprihmbé’s labor lens is a critique of capitalism as inherently patriarchal and
anti-Black, and historically pivoting on the subjugation of Black women and mothers. She
thus engages substantively with class as a superstructure in a way that fulfills the
knowledge project of intersectionality.

Pro-heaux politics expands the scope of what is already a transformative
application of intersectionality. In challenging the boundaries of intersectionality, proheaux politics demonstrate the theory’s capacities. It also reveals the discursive
limitations of prior collective mobilization projects, in which no space was explicitly made
to discuss how discourse about sex work reinforces oppression against Black women
and femmes. Suprihmbé, who also writes under the pen name Thot Scholar, uses a
number of platforms, including Medium, Facebook, Twitter, Patreon, and her own
website. Pro-heauxism meets a need for intersectional sex-positivity. Like misogynoir, it
is both a theoretical framework with a distinct authorship and narrative frame that
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resonates with the growing popularity of intersectionality as a paradigm. As Son of
Baldwin demonstrates by attributing citational authority to Thot Scholar, pro-heauxism
provides a framework for interrogating the cultural assumptions that underlie popular
notions of sexual consent.

These types of citations normalize Black cyberfeminist linguistic innovations and provide
broader audiences -- such as Black people who are not necessarily women, feminists, or
sex workers -- a new cultural script with which to decode collective mobilization claims.
In other words, these new frames are legitimated through diffusion across networks
where only one identity may be shared, but with a literacy in intersectionality.
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CONCLUSION

Black feminism has always pushed the boundaries of what is considered a
legitimate theoretical standpoint. Black cyberfeminists lean into this subversion by
asserting that their self-published writing, including social media work, is meaningful
knowledge production. Nonacademic knowledge exerts an increasing influence on public
debate frames, including those circulating on Twitter. As Black cyberfeminists are often
sidelined from public debate for making political claims that are too “divisive,” so too are
their critiques. In this chapter, I describe several ways that Black cyberfeminism
reinvigorates and radicalizes intersectionality through intentional critical re-readings of
Black feminist theory.
Black cyberfeminists argue that intersectionality is derided precisely because it
centers the intellectual contributions of Black women, thereby subverting the typical
order of the domination-and-subordination relationship. Black cyberfeminists invoke
intersectionality in order to challenge the “discursive systems that create truth regimes”
(Jordan-Zachery 2014:20). Consequently, they often center their analyses on the ways
that Black women are targeted for delegitimization. Additionally, Black cyberfeminists
identify and deconstruct power asymmetries, and often take an oppositional stance
toward institutions that reproduce those inequities. Black cyberfeminists engage in
framing bridging, strategic frame diffusion, and frame transformation in the process of
creating intersectional counterframes to antagonistic claims.
Black cyberfeminists engage in narrative frame bridging when they use evidence
from contemporary mobilization projects to validate and reinvigorate historic Black
feminist social analyses. They have innovated language like misogynoir and proheuxism that Black women can use to describe oppressive experiences and diffused
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that language so that audiences have the tools to decode it into meaningful social issue
claims.
Black women who write from the positionality of being trans, of being Afro-Latina,
and of being poor sex workers, all distinctly influence, and ultimately co-create, Black
cyberfeminism. These narrative frames are only a few of those Black cyberfeminists
contribute that model how intersectionality is embodied in particular patterns of
subjugation. In this way, Black cyberfeminists shape a collective understanding of
intersectionality as a heuristic for making meaning out of different experiences.
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CHAPTER 4: ABUSE AND SELF-DEFENSE: THE UNSEEN
LABOR OF BLACK CYBERFEMINIST HYPERVISIBILITY

INTRODUCTION
This chapter tackles the costs of performing the intellectual labor of Black
cyberfeminism and how Black women respond to them. I argue that by demanding
compensation for their intellectual labor, Black cyberfeminists impose a labor frame on
social media participation that is otherwise understood as primarily self-serving. The
abuse and harassment that Black cyberfeminists experience as a result of their
hypervisibility is enabled by a complex combination of technological affordances on
Twitter and a thriving digital culture of misogynoir accessible through Reddit and
YouTube. Black women continually innovate on Twitter’s platform affordances to
construct digitally mediated mutual support structures. Black cyberfeminists historicize
these innovations as resistance strategies originally developed to mitigate erasure,
abuse, and exploitation.
This chapter also articulates why Black cyberfeminism is highly dependent on the
intellectual labor of Black sex workers in particular, because of their additional
vulnerability to targeting and abuse and their continuous innovations to maintain a
platform for expressing ideas.
The archive of knowledge that Black cyberfeminists maintain about abuse is a
resource for protest strategy. Black cyberfeminists are able to use Twitter to demand
compensation for their intellectual labor by sharing direct payment links (via services like
PayPal or Venmo) or providing subscriptions to their content (via services like Patreon).
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Black women invoke the Black cyberfeminist history of this practice and its impact on
digital culture as a claim to legitimate occupation of Twitter as a public sphere. At the
same time that Black cyberfeminist innovations on Twitter’s technical affordances enable
them to subvert erasure, their success at message diffusion also makes them
hypervisible. This hypervisibility enables platformed hate groups on Reddit and YouTube
to target them. For these hate groups, Black cyberfeminist success at reframing digital
feminist narratives translates to responsibility for “leftist” collective mobilization. The
intellectual contributions of Black cyberfeminists through Twitter constitute a form of
intellectual labor that produces profit for a number of agents in the new media
ecosystem. However, their labor may perpetuate their precarity and target them for
abuse. These outcomes necessitate an additional invisible labor of constant self-defense
and building alternative economic pathways between one another.

LITERATURE REVIEW
The purpose clarifies the labor and costs of maintaining the Black cyberfeminist
counterpublic by mapping the paths that information takes from Twitter to other digital
cultural hubs, where it is decoded and re-encoded. Whereas the previous chapter aimed
to explain why Black cyberfeminist framing narratives persist on Twitter, this chapter
considers the role of Twitter in the larger new media ecosystem. Finally, I take up how
this content enables a culture of surveilling Black cyberfeminists in order to control the
diffusion of Black feminist discourse.

Context Collapse
Media and audience literature have used the term context collapse to describe
the social tensions that result when content diffuse to disparate audiences. This
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literature typically centers social media whose social networks primarily reflect
consensual relationships. Marwick and Boyd (2011) describe the identity management
strategies social media users employ in the face of context collapse:
To navigate these tensions, social network site users adopt a variety of tactics, such as
using multiple accounts, pseudonyms, and nicknames, and creating ‘fakesters’ to
obscure their real identities (Marwick 2005). The large audiences for sites like Facebook
or MySpace may create a lowest-common denominator effect, as individuals only post
things they believe their broadest group of acquaintances will find non-offensive.
(Marwick and Boyd 2011:22)

Davis and Jurgenson offer a typology of context collapse. Collusions are context
collapse situations “in which users purposefully bring together various social situations,”
while collisions are those “through which social situations unwittingly crash into each
other” (Davis and Jurgenson 2014:483). Neither of these categories accurately
characterizes tensions between the audiences of Black cyberfeminists. Because of their
race and gender identity, Black cyberfeminists are automatically engaging in a
subversive occupation of discursive space. Thus, they must manage large, anonymous
audiences comprised in large part by political opponents, ambivalent bystanders, and
content consumers who are disinterested in the writers themselves.
Moreover, what Burgess and Matamoros-Fernández (2016) call “‘born-digital’
social controversies” create distinct digital cultures that could have powerful effects on
the resonance of certain narrative frames. For example, the “GamerGate” narrative
frame draws audiences that may otherwise not engage with feminist claims arising from
cyberfeminist counterpublics, and primes them to interpret feminist claims in terms of
their influence on gaming journalism (Burgess and Matamoros-Fernández 2016). Gaunt
observed that when American music and television celebrity Miley Cyrus created a
Facebook video of herself twerking,12 she exerted a powerful impact on the script that
12

Twerking is about more than just shaking your hips indiscriminately like Miley Cyrus; it’s a kind of
“kinetic orality” that began as a black social dance in New Orleans over 20 years ago that involves
bouncing your booty to the rhythmic changes and lyrical bars of a popular rap or twerk song. The
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new audiences to twerking use to decode videos that young Black women are producing
within their own chosen digital communities. Gaunt (2015) concluded that:
Context collapse is the result of the competing discourses and histories marked by
various minority group statuses (black, female, and child) in a loose and virtual
community of everyday viewers, individual content creators, and large media companies.
(Gaunt 2015:247)

This type of context collapse may occur more generally with hypervisible Black digital
content creators.

Contested Framing in Message Diffusion
When users tweet as a form of political action, past and ongoing conflicts within
long-standing digital cultural spaces may also affect the meaning that different
audiences assign to their political claims. Although the creators of the original
#BlackLivesMatter hashtag mobilization project were quite intentional that the movement
should espouse the principles of intersectionality, they are just three of many actors who
have shaped public understanding of the movement through social media participation
(Garza 2014). Besch (2018) argues that there are strong currents of androcentrism in
tweets about #BlackLivesMatter, such that participants tended to describe the movement
in terms of violence against Black boys. These tweets are the entry point through which
many bystanders access protest claims associated with the movement (Anderson and
Hitlin 2016).
I argue in this chapter that Black cyberfeminists eschew “impression
management” as a strategy for reconciling diversity within their ideal audience, in part
because misogynoir on social media makes such management futile. Accordingly, they
contraction “to work” becomes “twerk” (or twork) meaning doing some kind of cultural expressive work
well. The term was first heard locally in 1992. Jerome Temple aka New Orleans deejay and rapper DJ
Jubilee released a song called “Do the Jubilee All” on a maxi-cassette demo tape in 1992 (Cortello). The
style of dance known locally as “bounce” existed as early as the late 1980s according to informal
interviews I conducted during my first visit to New Orleans (December 2013). Also, bounce is performed
by both cis- and trans-gender males as well as females (Gaunt 2015:248–49).
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have a different context collapse problem: how to sufficiently amplify political claims
before they can be derailed or misrepresented by political antagonists. This can be more
productively seen as deliberately building a feminist archive than maintaining an identity
performance.

Conservative Media and Digitally Enabled Hate
Francesca Tripodi (2018) describes conservative orientation to media this way:
“Since many conservatives believe that the mainstream media are, in the words of Pastor
Tom, “simply another wing of the Democratic party” the same logic was used to discredit
liberal ideology as “hysteria.” An important consequence of framing liberal politics in this
way is that it makes it easier to construe leftist positions as “extremist.” (Tripodi 2018:41).

In this discursive paradigm, attempts to generate public debate about racial inequality
are framed as disingenuous and deliberately divisive. In this alternative media sphere,
public intellectuals who are understood as silence breakers within their own community
occupy the role of race charlatans sowing antisocial values. White supremacist social
media users attempt to counteract the discursive influence of “social justice warriors” by
punishing them through strategic use of platform tools (Marwick and Lewis 2018:8).
Moreover, white supremacist social media communities benefit the preexisting digital
culture of digital white supremacy. Images of white supremacist rallies organized using
today’s social media infrastructure feature attendees wearing T-shirts bearing the logo of
Stormfront. When Jessie Daniels wrote about the growing influence of a national digital
community of Nazi-identified young white men ten years ago, the organization was
already over a decade old (Daniels 2009). White supremacist digital culture has only
received sparse attention from cultural researchers since then, however. This leaves
sociologists relatively unprepared to address white supremacist ideas and their framing
as they proliferate through a networked news system.
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Americans report that they feel that online news is less trustworthy, but growing
numbers are using social media as their primary news source (Anderson and Hitlin
2016; Shearer 2018). There is an increasingly critical gap in the literature explaining the
audience mediation processes social media users are engaging in to understand the
political environment. In many cases, far-right digital communities may be fulfilling that
role.
Five percent of adults in the United States get their news from Reddit, a website
that is organized by interest community. Seventy-three percent of Reddit users say that
they get their news from the platform, which is comparable to Twitter at 71%; Reddit
news users are also 72% male compared to 51% of Twitter news consumers (Matsa and
Shearer 2018). Digital media and collective mobilization expert Zeynep Tufekci calls
YouTube “arguably one of the biggest and most important news-aggregation sites in the
world;” 73% of Americans use it (Smith and Anderson 2018; Tufekci 2017:29). YouTube
is also structured by highly targeted “micro-communities” (Griffith 2018). Alt-right
movements are increasingly organizing via Facebook groups, making combating
disinformation processes a moving target (Albright 2018c, 2018a, 2018b; Marwick and
Lewis 2018).
Although white social media users report encountering race far less in the course
of their social media usage than Black users, it is still remarkable that 40% of white
respondents say that some or most “posts they see on social media are about race or
race relations” (Anderson and Hitlin 2016). Forty-one percent of white U.S. Americans
also report “there is too much focus on race and racial issues” (Pew Research Center
2016). Thus social media platforms are now major mediators in public discussion of race
and racism in a political climate where race talk is increasingly unwelcome. As this
chapter will show, Reddit in particular is a major site for expanding the scope of far-right
ideology via digital hate communities.
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Like other news intermediaries, social media platform communities frame media
products according to locally shared ideologies and cultural scripts (Erigha 2015; Hall
1993). Just like churches, universities, and neighborhoods, digital news hubs can
function as social communities (Rheingold 1993). Community-level analysis allows us to
better understand the micro-interpretive processes that influence the persistence or
disappearance of ideas in the public sphere. This is more important than ever, because
when social media users engage in interpretive processes by publishing comments in
public conversations, their interpretation is instantly rendered as a media product in a
process of presumption (Ritzer and Jurgenson 2010).

Algorithmically Enabled Hate
Oscar H. Gandy (1998) argued that “audiences as ‘markets’, or market
segments” shape the choices that actors at each level of the media system make in
producing and distributing content (1998:135). More recently, the ubiquity of social
media participation has brought attention to the increasing power of big data in
constructing targeted audiences (Boyd and Crawford 2012). Big data has enabled
increasingly efficient processes of sorting individuals into groups based upon their social
positionality and serving those groups circumscribed content (O’Neil 2017). At the same
time, the amount of media content being transmitted to the digitally networked individual
appears to be growing exponentially. In this context, the public relies on data brokers to
locate the media content that interests them (Noble 2018). This has shifted the digital
sociology research agenda from the interpretive to the productive aspects of the
contemporary media ecosystem. Consequently, research concerning digitally mediated
collective mobilization has become particularly focused on how powerful companies are
framing media products before they reach their audiences.
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Algorithms also shape technological affordances of platforms, including the ability
to efficiently target victims for harassment or abuse. For example, sockpuppets are a
crucial tool in the arsenal of digitally enabled hate groups. Sockpuppets are “multiple
identities [that] engage in undesired behavior by deceiving others or manipulating
discussions” (Kumar et al. 2017). Architects of disinformation projects can also create
bot accounts that generate content through rules designed to approximate real human
tweeting behavior, as in the case of the 2016 US elections (Albright 2017). Twitter
enables both types of disinformation by allowing users to make anonymous, untraceable
accounts and integrate them with automated content generation services (Pickell 2018).
Journalist and Black cyberfeminist Monique Judge reported that despite its failure to
prevent American far-right organizing on the platform, Twitter has successfully
implemented a filtering algorithm for its German users that complies with German law by
rendering pro-Nazi content invisible and unsearchable (Judge 2017).
There is also a cultural market for platformed hate, and advertisers harness
social media affordances to profit from growing audiences for hate content (Angwin and
Parris Jr. 2016; Julia Angwin and Varner 2017; J. Larson and Angwin 2017). White
supremacists have always had a foothold in digital forums culture (Daniels 2009, 2016),
and new technological affordances can make it easier for hate groups to recruit new
participants, create complex propaganda ecosystems, and mobilize against perceived
political foes. YouTube and Facebook have both gained reputations as a content hubs
for white supremacists and misogynists, in large part because of the content moderation
practices of the platforms themselves (Ottoni et al. 2018; Tobin 2019; Varner et al.
2017).
Still, the research largely stops short of tracking the impact of these communities
on the digital discursive ecosystem beyond specific platforms. Crawford suggests that
“algorithms are designed to produce clear ‘‘winners’’ from information contests, often
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with little visibility or accountability for how those contests are designed” (2016:77). With
this knowledge, platformed hate groups are able to weaponize putatively neutral or
positive features to more efficiently harm target groups (Ben-David and MatamorosFernández 2016; Crawford and Gillespie 2014; Matamoros-Fernández 2017).

Exploitation in the Digital Labor and Content Economy
When internet users communicate on social media platforms, social media
companies monetize the artifacts of that communication and the interactions that
produced them in various ways (McKinney 2017; Montgomery 2015). At the same time
that social media companies advertise their platforms as products or services, they
continuously refine their algorithms to more efficiently commodify user data (Cohen
2004; Gehl 2014b). Users who consume hate content will continue to receive
algorithmically generated suggestions for similar content, because successful
advertisements are profitable for social media companies (DeNardis and Hackl 2015). In
the United States, social media platforms have limited liability for platformed hate, in
comparison to Australia and the European Union, who have implemented some laws to
hold platforms accountable for abusive content(Reality Check Team 2019; Tiku 2018).
Indeed, social media platforms profit from providing surveillance and censorship services
to state agencies, such as police departments (Leistert 2015).
Despite increasing political investment in holding companies responsible for
disinformation and abuse, platforms continue to develop their own private standards for
acceptable content and mediating user disputes (Kim 2009). The labor force that
implements these standards remains largely invisible to the public, with work conditions,
training, and compensation that seriously undermine the process of reporting and
removing harmful content (Gehl 2014a; Roberts 2016).
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FINDINGS
Compensating Digital Discursive Labor
Because they demand compensation for their intellectual labor, Black
cyberfeminists impose a labor frame on social media participation, a phenomenon
otherwise understood as self-serving.

Black cyberfeminist politics is characterized by an emphasis on compensation for
all the types of labor Black women and femmes contribute to the collective social
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environment. This means identifying otherwise hidden labor, especially affective labor
that is forced upon Black women in public and private space. In virtual space, this
affective labor often manifests as intra-communal pressure to perform a pedagogical role
during contentious discourse.
One writer (with over 50,000 followers) specifically called out white writers who
use African American Vernacular English (AAVE) as debtors, writing:
“if you’re a white dude with just as much $$ as liberal guilt, today is a good day to pay off
debt for black moms” (tweet)

Writer Zahira Kelly often discusses the limits of intra-community funding to
address the economic oppressions created by capitalism.
“this notion we just too dumb to circulate money among ourselves when thats all we do in
pod countries” (10/29/17, 8:42 AM).
“women in my fam taught me to hustle & be a jack of all trades to make ends meet. coz
its do or die. not coz we wanna match the kochs/if u wanna match the kochs, go ahead.
just stop pretending ppl are stupid& lazy if they arent there or dont want it” (7/1/17, 11:59
AM).

As early as 2013, Black cyberfeminists began emphasizing taking and giving
rightful citation credit for their intellectual production via tweets designed to address
concepts that outsiders were actively co-opting. In an effort to combat her erasure and
that of other Black women Twitter creators, user Trudy (@thetrudz) wrote a tweet of
attributes for common Black feminist terminology:
“TERM ORIGINS: Womanism = Alice Walker.
Intersectionality = Kimberlé Crenshaw.
Matrix of dominations = P.H. Collins.
Misogynoir = Moya Bailey” (@thetrudz, 10/16/13, 5:48 PM)

I encountered the above tweet in the form of a screen shot, first posted by another Black
feminist on Facebook on September 30, 2017, and then as re-shared by another Black
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feminist with whom I was friends several hours later. She captioned it simply: “Give
credit where it’s due.”
For Black women, credit for the intellectual work they perform in the public
sphere is part of emphasizing the lack of compensation Black women receive for
hypervisible but unacknowledged knowledge production. Moreover, Black cyberfeminists
continually emphasize that the work they do enables social progress by providing the
language needed to articulate otherwise opaque processes of raced and gendered
inequality. But the Black cyberfeminist salon is porous and constantly subject to
backlash for their attempts to maintain the historical record.
As Jamie (@TheWayOfTheId) writes:
“When we were talking about hypervisible wow and online harassment five years ago, the
ones currently pearl-clutching shrugged it off as an occupational hazard.”

Twitter imagines the participation of women of color writers and other kinds of digital
freelancers on the platform as a benefit to their careers. In other words, Twitter provides
a service that women of color consume. In stark opposition, Black cyberfeminists argue
compellingly that Twitter and other media institutions profit from a service that Black
women are (often unwillingly) providing. Thus, the taking and giving credit is part of a
larger knowledge project asserting not just the value of Black women, but a social debt
to Black women resulting from theft. It also asserts Black women as creators in the
digital context, where creators are increasingly imagined as a new labor class.
Within this frame, Black cyberfeminists assert that the frequent account closures
they experience as a result of participating in contentious discourse are not just a form of
censorship and erasure, but a form of theft and economic repression. In an article
tagged “Black Twitter” on The Root entitled, “Twitter Stole From Me and They Can Steal
From You, Too,” Genie Lauren wrote:
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The morning of March 2, the powers that be at Twitter robbed me of my intellectual
property and community with little explanation and no avenue for redress. (Lauren 2018).

She concluded the article:
My content was taken from me without my permission, and there was nothing I could do
about it. Over 530,000 tweets spanning 10 years, gone in the blink of an eye. What
makes it worse is that I know I’m not the only person this has happened to because it
happened to two other people I followed. Black Twitter is the lifeblood of Twitter. There is
no Twitter without Black Twitter, but black people are not protected by Twitter’s antiabuse policies. Instead, we’re targeted by Twitter’s biased algorithms, and then Twitter
steals our stuff. They did it to me; they can do it to you, too. (Lauren 2018)

While social media studies continue to focus on identity work as the central
concern of social media users, marginalized users like Black cyberfeminists are
increasingly challenging the public to think of social media production as work.
By crediting one another whenever accurate, Black cyberfeminists model their
ideals of citation and compensation practices. This practice overlaps with the archival
practices described in Chapter Two (“Black Cyberfeminism’s Use of Intersectionality as
a Mobilizing Discourse”), with added emphasis on intellectual labor being legitimated
through payment and job opportunities.
Genie Lauren did not demand that Twitter compensate her in her article. Rather,
the article served as a warning to other content creators about the true power dynamics
that govern the use of digital space and its profits. However, in other instances, I
observed more direct requests for compensation for Black cyberfeminist digital labor.
Each time users share a link to one of their digital banking apps, they create a text that
frames the social significance of that interaction. For example, a man demanded that
writer Jamilah Lemieux “Educate me or enlighten me.” She responded “PayPal or
Venmo? No free labor, sir” (3/7/2017).
As if to drive home her point, he responded “You rather throw shade than
educate? What’s your platform for?” Of course, this is precisely the type of labor for
which Black cyberfeminists are demanding compensation.
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Targeted Abuse Against Black Feminist Discourse
A complex combination of technological affordances on Twitter and a thriving
digital culture of misogynoir accessible through Reddit and YouTube enable the abuse
and harassment that Black cyberfeminists experience as a result of their hypervisibility.
Context collapse due to micro-community audiences creates an additional labor
task for Black cyberfeminists every time their critique of racial and gender relations
attracts attention from outsiders. They weigh the potential benefits of publishing certain
content against the potential for harassment. Black cyberfeminists with more modest
platforms describe “going viral” as a largely unpredictable annoyance, best avoided.
Users who consistently engage with particular topics express an inability to anticipate
which of their tweets will appeal to an abnormally large audience. In other words, they
imagine their regular audience while creating tweets, but recognize that interlopers can
intervene at any time. Often, Black cyberfeminists will adopt the more widespread
Twitter strategy of muting notifications on popular tweets as soon as they begin to
generate substantial notifications. An important structural consequence of this behavior
is that the authors of viral tweets about controversial topics tend to remove themselves
early from the conversation. In contrast, authors may engage substantively with
responses to tweets with engagement levels similar to what they typically experience.
Muting is the only strategy that brings reprieve during mass harassment events,
in which groups of individuals from digital communities outside of Twitter collaborate to
derail a particular hashtag or drive a person offline. Many tweets that include the
#SolidarityIsForWhiteWomen are part of such political micro-mobilization activities. In
order to undermine Black cyberfeminist projects, antagonistic actors creatively use the
technological affordances of Twitter. One strategy is to create sockpuppet accounts
using stock images of Black women (or ones stolen from social media) to simulate an
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archetypical Black feminist, as imagined by the digital community planning the “raid.”
While reading #SolidarityIsForWhiteWomen as an archive, I encountered a tweet made
by Black Native disabled writer Lisa J Ellwood that showed screenshots of Reddit users
in the subreddit r/feminisms planning to derail the hashtag using sockpuppetry.

One user wrote “I’m doing the best I can to contain this” and encouraged others
to “[b]ury it with nonsense and it will soon die off.” Another user replied, “Made a few
incredibly intolerant racist and anti-Semitic posts to get the rabble roused.” I performed a
search for the hashtag and excavated multiple sockpuppet accounts.
I found one account (@FemFront) registered on the same day that Mikki Kendall
(@Karnythia) created #SolidarityIsForWhiteWomen, whose every tweet contained the
hashtag. They were following nearly the same number of users that were following them.
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Based on my ethnographic observation, this is incredibly rare among true users, likely
because Twitter encourages unidirectional ties. The background image of a campaign
poster for Barack Obama also suggested the sockpuppet account might be trying
unsuccessfully to represent the politics of a Black woman by drawing on a common
conflation of Black feminists with Democratic Party
supporters.

The account included tweets that precisely reflected the disinformation campaign
described on Reddit. The account attempted to represent Black feminists as anti-Asian,
even though this content does not cohere with the hashtag narrative or connect
substantively to any concurrent conversation.
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A similar sockpuppet account also created on the same day as
#SolidarityIsForWhiteWomen has a biography that reads “Proud Korean - Women’s
Rights Activist - Gamer - Liberal - Kick Boxer - Anime Lover.” This account attempted to
undermine the campaign by drawing trans women into what they perceive as a conflict
rather than a critical text.
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Like many sockpuppets, both accounts betray a major misunderstanding of the
cyberfeminist cultural landscape on Twitter.

Case Study 1: r/blackpeopletwitter meets the Black Cyberfeminist sphere
r/BlackPeopleTwitter is a “subreddit,” that is a bounded message forum within the
larger Reddit platform. Unlike Twitter, Reddit is organized at the level of group-generated
rather than individual-generated content. Potts and Harrison (2013) describe Reddit’s
structure this way:
Each subreddit has a creator who may also be a moderator of that subreddit, regulars
who post to the subreddit, and their own culture that may extend into regular jokes,
writing patterns...specific to that subreddit in addition to what already is commonplace on
reddit.

As a community that reproduces, consumes, and discusses content related to the
imaginary of Black Twitter, the r/blackpeopletwitter subreddit constitutes an audience. In
October of 2018, I browsed the front page of r/blackpeopletwitter and was surprised to
see a trending tweet by Black cyberfeminist writer and prolific Tweeter Clarkisha Kent.
Later, when I searched r/blackpeopletwitter for content related to the keyword “feminist”
or “Black feminist,” Kent’s tweet was the top result. The second result was titled “The
“Who can bash black men harder?” Olympics,” comparing “black twitter feminists” to
“white supremacists.” It was posted two days earlier by the same user.
On October 4, 2018, @iWriteAllDay_, professional pseudonym “Clarkisha Kent”
posted a comedic rebuttal to a tweet written by Bette Midler. Midler’s tweet read:
Women, are the n-word of the world. Raped, beaten, enslaved, married off, worked like
dumb animals; denied education and inheritance; enduring the pain and danger of
childbirth and life IN SILENCE for THOUSANDS of years They are the most disrespected
creatures on earth.

Kent tweeted in response:
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“By your logic, that must make Black women *super* ni****s then. :Thinking Face:”
(@iWriteAllDay_ 2018).13

Clark’s joking critique was reproduced in numerous online outlets. Hip Hop Wired
reproduced the tweet as part of a list of “Black Twitter” responses to Midler (Chandler
2018). The Inquisitr quoted the tweet in another article about reactions to Midler
(Grannum 2018). The tweet was even translated to Portuguese and quoted by the online
arm of Revista Monet, a Brazilian magazine.
On October 17th, 2018 Reddit user MGLLN posted a screenshot of the tweet to
Reddit with the title “White feminists must think black people are ultra n*ggers then :Eye
Roll:.” As of January 2019, the post has 1,700 upvotes, nearly half of the 4,100 likes
received by the original tweet. Now, Kent’s tweet exists as part of an informal archive
associated with Black Twitter by people who may be otherwise completely unfamiliar
with her work as a feminist writer and entertainment critic. This archive testifies to the
potential reach of Black Twitter, it also circumvents social boundaries established in the
original space by the original author.
The subreddit r/blackpeopletwitter also distinctly lacks the discursive
infrastructure cultivated by years of Black cyberfeminist placemakers. In fact, the
opposite is true: tweets that frame Black feminists as motivated by misandry are
frequently posted in the space.

Case Study 2: YouTube Videos about Black Cyberfeminists with
screenshots
On a number of occasions throughout my participant observation, I witnessed
silence-breakers in the Black cyberfeminist community face such abuse and harassment
that they ultimately felt forced to reduce or eliminate their digital presence. I withhold and

13

In order to accurately quote tweets that use emoticons, I have included the alternate text for the emoji
image as it appears in the keyboard for drafting new tweets. It is available at Emojipedia (Anon n.d.).
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change some aspects of the timeline and texts for safety reasons. I consider all parts
together as a text that reveals the additional vulnerabilities that accrue to thought leaders
when they attempt to expand the scope of current discourse. To begin, a Black
cyberfeminist shared:
I’ve been offline due to ongoing harassment and being dozed by these white
supremacists….After that video went viral, it put a different level of targeting on my
person. (Unnamed Black cyberfeminist activist).

This individual experienced an onslaught of targeted abuse after a community
education event about racism that was recorded and then distributed via social media.
The mediating event for the harassment was that the video transitioned out of the
originating community of queer, fat, Black activists14 and into the white supremacist “altright” news sphere via Facebook.
There, the video was reframed for a conservative news audience as an example
of the “intolerant Left.” As is typical of users who are targeted by white supremacist
Facebook groups, the individual received numerous reports about their content. Mass
false flag reports compromise the target’s platform and make it vulnerable to closure by
Facebook’s report management team. Users who are marginalized in addition to being
Black non-men are vulnerable to brigades’ reports. Both Facebook and Twitter have
faced criticism for alleged biases in the way that reports are evaluated and the types of
people whose reports are taken seriously. (The harassment spread to Twitter, which is
also typical.) The harassment brigades also flooded the target’s inbox with direct
messages. In this case, doxxing15 of the target’s home address accompanied the digital
threats.

14

These terms are from self-descriptions.
Doxxing refers to the intentional, public, online release of personally identifiable information (PII) -often contact information -- about an individual for the purpose of inciting others to harass them (Jackson
and Foucault Welles 2015:414).
15
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A follower retweeted, writing, “I have actually been added to twitter lists with this
title—literally these exact words.” Indeed, my ethnographic work precipitated several
attempts to add my account to lists for surveillance vocal Black women social media
users. One account tagged me in a tweet that read “Soon to be strange fruit.”16

This threat - a threat to lynch me for being a Black woman engaged in public debate typifies the abuses that racist and misogynist digital communities visit on Black women
daily via Twitter. Consider this statement by Sydette apart of her continuous
historiography of Twitter:
“As someone who manages my follower count to not be called “nigger bitch cunt” DAILY
call me desensitized” (May 31, 2018).

A follower retweeted, writing, “I have actually been added to twitter lists with this
title—literally these exact words.” Indeed, my ethnographic work precipitated several
attempts to add my account to lists for surveillance vocal Black women social media
users.

16

Refer to (Davis 1998)
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White supremacist digital culture is also far from the only source of digital abuse
against Black women. In this case, the experience of abuse was heightened by its
cyclical nature. The individual was also targeted because of their fat activism, queer
activism, sexuality and physical appearance by anti-feminist groups. I repeatedly
observed Black feminists being publicly insulted as a rhetorical strategy. These
examples occurred toward the end of my observation period and reflect the general
character of verbal harassment against Black women on Twitter.
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One measure of the Black cyberfeminist impact on digital discourse is the extent
to which they are targeted as a group by a variety of online political actors, ranging from
Black male separatists to Black women with anti-feminist politics.
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Black Twitter users who express misogynistic views often tweet to provoke, in the hope
that Black cyberfeminists will respond. Although they often incorrectly assess the reach
of a given tweet, these tweets show a recognition of the constant presence of a Black
cyberfeminist counterpublic. Some Black misogynists do have the platform to provoke
mass targeting of Black cyberfeminists. Umar Johnson, for instance, is captured here
accusing Black cyberfeminists of failing to support actress Mo’Nique because the
director that blackballed her was not “an alpha male.” This type of bait-and-switch
derailment is one of the most common ways that the phrase “Black feminists” is invoked
by outsiders.
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Derailment commonly precipitates lengthy abuse campaigns. Feminista Jones is
a frequent target of online surveillance of her offline activities, due to her centrality in
Black cyberfeminist discourse.
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In her 2019 book Reclaiming Our Space, Jones explains that she began to take certain
preemptive steps as a result of abuse prompted by Black anti-feminists online:
Imagine, then, downloading the Twitter application and feeling a sence of urgency to
make sure that words like “nigger,” “cunt,” “bitch,” “coon,” and “bedwench” are muted, just
so you can avoid having to read anything tweeted to you that contains this language. You
do not know if the tweets contain an attack, a quotation, or a sarcastic joke, but that’s the
risk you take to make sure you do not have to see any of it and can avoid the experience
of having to deal with the messages that do contain hateful attacks (Jones 2019).
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In other words, she has had to adapt the technological affordances of Twitter for selfdefense as a direct result of her hypervisibility in the Black cyberfeminist counterpublic.
Another Black cyberfeminist, activist and organizer Ashley Yates
(@BrownBlaze), notes that her public narratives of abuse, which were designed to bring
attention to the vulnerability of queer Black women within the #BlackLivesMatter
movement, have met with algorithmic censorship. She frequently attempts to mitigate
this silencing by posting about the censorship itself. The topics she reports having been
censored are also topics associated with conflicts I observed between the Black
cyberfeminist counterpublic its antagonists from men’s rights networks. I also include
here the results of one of my own Twitter reports against a serial abuser. Despite the
seeming positive outcome of the report, the reporting system requires that targets serve
as the filters for abusive content. The reporting process is slow, not all reports are
successful, and many harassers are skilled at avoiding behaviors that will result in
account deletion rather than suspension. Harassers can create new accounts virtually
instantly, and the automated reporting system does not provide an option for indicating
this type of rule circumvention. That makes it an attractive strategy for both political
opponents and serial abusers.
The result is that there is a direct positive relationship between the success of the
Black cyberfeminist counterpublic in gaining visibility for intersectional claims and the
need for self-defense labor.
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The surveillance and abuse of Feminista Jones is one manifestation of a
broader environment of antagonism toward Black feminism as a political and intellectual
paradigm. In particular, the Black cyberfeminist discursive paradigm and its insistence
on intersectionality as a guiding theoretical framework is perceived as “vile, anti-Black
male hatred.” This photo collage, shared on Facebook, exemplifies the types of media
that are created to incite resentment against Black cyberfeminists. It is legible as an
attempt to intervene in the emergent #MeToo hashtag movement by framing
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accusations of sexual misconduct against Black men as Black feminist attacks on the
moral character of Black men.

Far from approaching conflict with feminist values as solely an ideological conflict, Black
“men’s activism” communities personalize their claims by labeling popular Black
cyberfeminist as leaders of a movement to destroy Black masculinity. Thus, antagonists
from anti-feminist networks attempt to create a narrative of Black cyberfeminist
hypocrisy, founded principally on false assumptions or outright misrepresentations of
Black feminist claims. In turn, their audiences are familiarized with a shared language
and script for understanding feminism that enables them to participate in communities
across YouTube, Reddit, Facebook, and Twitch (a live streaming platform for gamers).
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YouTube’s algorithms keep content streaming in perpetually lengthening playlists of
similar content.
Like the Black cyberfeminist discursive sphere, the men’s rights activism sphere
relies on complex intertextuality to sustain community in a constantly shifting media
landscape across two decades of technology changes. Thus, when potential audiences
for the intersectional thought of Black cyberfeminists search for their names, they may
encounter a vast web of personal blogs where men encourage each other to “[k]eep
Feminista Jones – and all Black feminists – out of the mainstream media” (Ali 2015).
It is in this context that strategies like Twitter surveillance lists appear useful. The
increasingly popular explanations of Russian disinformation campaigns and automated
bots do not reveal the social processes by which these phenomena choose target
populations or how to protect vulnerable populations and their ideas from this kind of
violent erasure.

Digitally Mediated Mutual Support Structures
Black women continually innovate on Twitter’s platform affordances to construct
digitally mediated mutual support structures. Black cyberfeminists historicize these
innovations as resistance strategies developed to mitigate erasure, abuse, and
exploitation.
If you perform a search of the phrase “cash app friday” or the hashtag
#CashAppFriday on Twitter at the time of this publication, it is virtually impossible to
discern the origin of the trend as a mutual support structure innovated by and for Black
cyberfeminists. @Bad_Dominicana and @TwittaHoney report being banned for
beginning the trend; now the practice has grown far beyond Black Twitter and is being
employed by CashApp as a marketing gimmick.
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But CashAppFriday is just one tool in a broader informal economy designed by
and for women who are intimately familiar with exclusion from other support systems. It
is best understood within the meta text of Black cyberfeminist economic theory. For
example, @Bad_Dominicana wrote:
(1)“one day we’ll talk on how u.s. poc talk of group economics ignores that we come frm
countries where we buy from other poc 24/7& remain poor
(2)this notion we just too dumb to circulate money among ourselves when thats all we do
in poc countries.rich poc always existed fyi
(3) &rich poc will not solve poor poc lack of access to resources when we are denied said
resources systematically via white neocolonialism” (@Bad_Dominicana, 10/29/17, 8:42
AM)

As in all of her work, Kelly (@Bad_Dominicana) draws readers’ attention to
continuities between historic and present Black diasporic practices, subverting the trope
of Black ahistoricity. She emphasizes the intentionality of Black community support
networks as a means of surviving global capitalism. Kelly implicates wealth people of
color in perpetuating the narrative that poverty - in Black communities and in Black
countries - results from economic ignorance or lack of commitment to a shared future.
In addition to offering theoretical frames for understanding mutual community
support, Black cyberfeminists leverage their influence networks to generate financial
support for projects that support Black women.
The Black Womyn’s Resource Initiative (BWRI) is the labor of love of one leftist
lesbian sex worker who is committed to building a sustainable infrastructure of financial
support for the most margin members of the diaspora. In particular, she works to
crowdfund for trans women, sex workers, queer folk, and people at the axes of those
identities.
The reality, however, is that the need is much greater than the amount of
resources shared within the mutual support network. As a result, the creator often takes
on financial burdens when crowdfunding comes too slowly for financial emergencies like
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avoiding eviction, purchasing groceries, or filling prescriptions. I observed this pattern
across a number of recurrent crowdfunding efforts.
A sex worker, writer and digital feminist @RebelleCunt tweeted succinctly:
“It’s Black and Brown SWers showing up for one another...
Side note: I am dead serious when I tell you the same $50-$100 has been circulating
groups of us for yeaaarrsss lol and thats love” (6/2/18, 4:49 AM)

Still, many women have written that such structures are key to their survival and the
maintenance of mental health in the hostile digital environment where they do most of
their work. Additionally, such networks frequently play roles in mobilizing for local crises,
as illustrated by the fundraising efforts associated with natural disasters like Hurricane
Harare’s in September 2017.
Then, Black cyberfeminists mobilized across a number of platforms to crowdfund
direct donations to Black women affected by Hurricane Harvey. Many took on the
administrative labor of connecting donors with recipients. Others created spaces in their
comments where their followers were encouraged to post their own cash links without
fear of being shamed for “begging.” To do this, they relied on legacies of placemaking
labor, leading to mutually understood boundaries of engagement.
The Black cyberfeminist framing of this mutual support community differs starkly
from other groups that purport to distribute resources to women of color in precarious
positions. Additionally, bad actors mimic the language of Black cyberfeminist
crowdfunding in order to target vulnerable people in precarious positions:
“There are [people] who join Black groups and spaces to make a habit of sending money
to BIPOC...and then later reporting the payment as unauthorized/fraud” (Facebook user,
September 2017).

I observed this tactic being used most frequently against sex workers on Twitter when
they posted their cash links in connection with non-sexual labor. That is, bullies targeted
sex workers for requesting compensation for culture work, for appealing to their followers
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to support them in future projects, or for asking for help in financial crisis. Bullies also
used other strategies to try to for Black sex workers off social media, such as making
false reports across all the platforms that they use.
Black women, especially Black women sex workers also face capricious
censorship. Platforms may not want to be associated with sex workers, even if their
service is being used to sell nonsexual content like books or art. Platforms may falsely
characterize artistic content as pornographic because human content moderators
engage in hypersexualization of Black girls’ and women’s bodies. Most platforms
address alleged terms of service violations on an ad hoc basis, often resolving disputes
by presuming that reports are being made in good faith. When platform moderation
teams do side with the targeted individual, dispute resolution often takes days, during
which crowd-sourced income is unavailable. This incentivizes harassers and abusers to
coordinate reports so that victims face cyclical periods of extended deprivation to
digitally crowd-sourced funds. To utilize peer-to-peer support structures consistently,
Black women use a number of services strategically.

The Centrality of Sex Worker Feminism
Black cyberfeminism is highly dependent on the intellectual labor of Black sex
workers in particular, because of their additional vulnerability to targeting and abuse and
their continuous innovations to maintain a platform for expressing ideas.
In August, @suprihmbe wrote:
“This is my Patreon. This is not charity. It is income for my words my art and my
presence” (08/02/2018).

For making this assertion, she has been digitally stalked and harassed relentlessly.
The premise of her assertion attracts ire both due to its valuation of culture work, and her
multiple identities as a poor, Black woman, single mother, and sex worker. When Black
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women, especially hypervisible Black feminists and sex workers post appeals for direct
donation to finance projects or address personal financial circumstances, brigades of
bullies tend to congregate in the replies. The timing and organization of these targeted
attempts to socially censure digital “begging,” reflects digital curation processes
described in the previous chapter.
The community activist whose story of abuse on Facebook and Twitter was
described in the previous chapter was targeted in large part of because they were
identified as a sex worker. Once forced offline, they were cut off from their usual modes
of connecting with clients, as well as targeted for payment reversal scams.
Another sex worker endured days of public and private verbal abuse after
discussing her work, typified by this post:
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But Black cyberfeminists are quick to point out that it is not nudity or asking for
money that harassers are reacting to. Other digital content creators are considered to be
legitimate in their demands for compensation. The “begging” frame is applied to Black
women not because of a lack of appreciation for independent content in the digital public
sphere, but because of a lack of appreciation for Black women and the content they
create. Sex workers especially face dehumanization and intellectual devaluation for
demanding compensation both for their sexual labor and for their knowledge production.
It’s important to understand (allies reading this) that your REVOLUTION doesn’t exist
without us. It doesn’t exist without Black and Brown, QUEER, poor/broke, “ratchet” sex
workers.” (6/2/18, 4:49 AM)
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As Thot Scholar states incisively, “saying I’m a sex worker is also a political
stance” (09/04/2017). It is a political stance that has consequences that Black
cyberfeminists have been recording and challenging for years:
“Twitter has been shadow-banning sex workers and activists. If you’ve ever read a thread
and it says “tweet” unavailable” it’s not because it won’t load, that’s them deleting tweets.
I’ve been on here since 2015” (@THATFATTYBITCH)

Recognizing that her claims would likely be dismissed as “conspiracy theories,”
@THATFATTYBITCH points out that people talking explicitly about sex in an
entertainment rather than political context did not seem to be experiencing such
technical difficulties. Despite this, she and other sex workers are among the most
prolific, incisive, and expansive writers on Twitter about the devaluation of women’s
labor.
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The Black Cyberfeminist Archive as Protest Resource for Algorithmic Hate
The archive of knowledge that Black cyberfeminists maintain about abuse is a
resource for protest strategy.
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On Twitter, Black cyberfeminists with thousands of followers face a different
context collapse problem: how to avoid hostile or other types of unwanted attention while
making one’s tweets available as a body of intellectual labor. Black feminist writing on
Twitter is also vulnerable to instant, constant counterframing by political antagonists,
which creates an additional professional and personal challenge for hypervisible Black
cyberfeminists. Black cyberfeminists must maintain a constant awareness of digital
contentious politics in order to avoid attracting harassers. For Black feminists, the
performance of identity is also a political performance, for which there might be social,
political, or professional consequences. Thus, context collapse is a matter of balancing
the use of their voice with maintaining boundaries against theft, misrepresentation, and
politically-motivated harassment.

CONCLUSION
In this chapter, I argue that, as Black cyberfeminist ideas proliferate outside of
the Black cyberfeminist homeplace of Twitter, they undergo predictable antagonistic
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counterframing processes. These reframing processes are political strategies cultivated
as part of a cultural script shared across a number of white supremacist and antifeminist
spaces. Sometimes these framing processes dilute Black cyberfeminist claims by
disconnecting satiric content from the meta-text of Black cyberfeminist critique that
broadens its scope.
Context collapse due to micro-community audiences creates an additional labor
task for Black cyberfeminists every time their critique of racial and gender relations
attracts attention from outsiders. They weigh the potential benefits of publishing certain
content against the potential for harassment. Black cyberfeminists with more modest
platforms describe “going viral” as a largely unpredictable annoyance, best avoided.
Users who consistently engage with particular topics express an inability to anticipate
which of their tweets will appeal to an abnormally large audience. In other words, they
imagine their regular audience while creating tweets, but recognize that interlopers can
intervene at any time. Often, Black cyberfeminists will adopt the more widespread
Twitter strategy of “muting” their own popular tweets as soon as they begin to generate
substantial notifications. An important structural consequence of this behavior is that the
authors of viral tweets about controversial topics tend to remove themselves early from
the conversation. In contrast, authors may engage substantively with responses to
tweets with engagement levels similar to what they typically experience.
The increasing attention being paid by researchers to the social network
infrastructure of alternative news networks is important, but it is only part of the picture.
While social media platforms like Facebook, Twitter and Reddit have innovated tools that
social media users have incorporated into their repertoires for action, those platforms
have not created the desire for these communities. Both a historical perspective and this
new analysis confirm that there is important cultural continuity between white
supremacist digital communities across time. Likewise, the men’s rights sphere has its
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own history of developing shared cultural scripts through the promotion of anti-feminist
political frames. These groups overlap in their animosity toward Black feminists, creating
a weighted cost to hypervisible Black cyberfeminists.
The perpetual nature of social media platforms mean that ideas are constantly
being produced, reproduced, and reconfigured in a highly visible format. However, the
sheer amount of content produced can feel like an onslaught for daily social media
users, who naturally seek patterns to make sense of an overwhelming about of
information: Which frames persist? Why does #MeToo quickly become framed as a
social movement when other hashtags about sexual abuse are understood as only
episodic protests?
Opponents of Black cyberfeminist thought argue that Black feminist intellectual
labor is repetitive. However, repetition is a necessary strategy in a discursive
environment characterized by fierce, targeted, repetitive opposition to specific ideas
generated by specific people. The meta-text of Black cyberfeminist content is in constant
competition with a meta-text aimed at specifically refuting intersectionality as an
ideological paradigm. Rather than the logical outcome of algorithmic processes enabled
by social media platforms, I argue that these texts reflect intentional cultural processes
that predate social media’s domination of web discussion culture.
A major implication of these findings is that web abuse is not inscrutable. Given a
basic roadmap for identifying “meninist” and “alt-right” spaces (which significantly
overlap), we can observe framing processes as they occur. Participants in these spaces
are proud, public adherents to a particular intellectual paradigm, and frequently engage
in collective history processes to commemorate their victories. These history processes
reveal known continuities between earlier moments in community building and the
community’s current manifestation. They are important texts for understanding the
evolution of the alternative news landscape.
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Protecting intellectual diversity in today’s political sphere increasingly means
attending to the way that information diffusion processes target certain people for abuse.
But communities that are invested in ideological supremacy will always eventually
subvert technological solutions to harassment and abuse. The fact that these groups are
so invested in de-platforming Black cyberfeminists indicates their importance as an
interpretive intermediary.
In light of this high additional labor cost, Black cyberfeminists have created a
culture of mutual support and demanding compensation for their discursive work and the
resulting abuse. This work contributes to digital commons knowledge about contentious
politics, intersectional feminism, platformed hate, and social media governance. Within
this space, Black sex workers contribute a complex theoretical knowledge about
affective labor. To the extent that affective labor is denigrated as “women’s work,” it is
culturally devalued and undercompensated as a result. Black cyberfeminists use digital
peer-to-peer payment applications to subvert the economic oppression of Black women
by prioritizing the direct compensation of Black women for all forms of their labor. Critics
of direct compensation practices among Black cyberfeminists argue that it reflects a lack
of work ethic. However, as the previous chapters of this dissertation demonstrate, Black
cyberfeminists have contributed broadly to digital culture and social justice discourse.
Yet there is a substantially more robust infrastructure for capitalizing off Black
cyberfeminist content as an outside curator than there is for crediting and compensating
Black women.
Black women use two repertoires for framing their self-funding efforts within a
broader Black feminist labor politics. When sharing their personal links and those of
network members, they emphasize their artistic content production, discursive labor, and
efforts to improve how marginalized user experience digital culture.
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Black cyberfeminist mutual support communities reflect an intentional effort to
adapt strategies used by Black diasporic communities across time and space. Rather
than being understood as a creative adaptation of financial technologies, these practices
are best understood as a logical outgrowth of long strategies for surviving capitalism.
Black sex workers have played a particularly important role in shifting digital discourse to
accommodate an interrogation of the relationship between the rapidly growing number of
content producers and the rapidly shrinking number of content distributors. This is
decidedly not the first historical moment in which sex workers have been on the frontline
of social movements, but Twitter serves as a live archive that protects the significance of
sex workers’ intellectual interventions in the public sphere.
While eyes are on more mainstream (and frankly more respectable) Black
political campaigns, pro-heaux intellectuals are specifically targeting the self-imagined
radicals and progressive left to practice truly intersectional politics. At the center of these
politics are the end of the exploitation of Black women and the redistribution of wealth to
ensure survival for the most vulnerable community members.
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION

SUMMARY

In this dissertation, I have discussed why Black women social media users are
more apt to use Twitter than other services, and what effect their higher participation has
on social media. In the introduction, I promised to answer this question by examining the
features and construction of a Black cyberfeminist counterpublic on Twitter. I analyze my
digital participant observation in three chapters that reveal key findings from my digital
ethnography of Black feminist discursive labor on Twitter from 2015 to 2018. In the first
chapter, I documented the efforts of Black feminists to construct a powerful
counterpublic in the absence of physical space through the construction of temporal and
discursive boundaries on Twitter. In Chapter Two, I provide evidence that Black
cyberfeminism has made both novel and significant contributions to the theoretical
development of intersectionality, while also refining a vocabulary for articulating
intersectional collective mobilization claims. In the third chapter, I conclude my empirical
analysis by demonstrating that the social media content ecosystem produces a uniquely
antagonistic market for Black cyberfeminist content and a commensurate need for Black
cyberfeminists to perform self-defensive boundary work.
This conclusion offers a “big picture” perspective on the significance of the
aforementioned findings for scholars of contentious politics, digital mobilization,
knowledge production, and Africana studies. I revisit three broad currents in the literature
that I described in the introduction and in chapter literature reviews:
1. the power of digital public discourse for shaping cultural imaginaries of social
justice through news media and information curation;
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2. the popularization and universalization of intersectionality in a way that
reproduces in the marginalization of Black women as intellectuals; and
3. the surveillance and harassment of hypervisible participants in digitally enabled
antiracist and antisexist discourse.
I conclude by proposing several areas for future inquiry that build upon the
methodological, empirical, and theoretical insights of this project.

DISCUSSION
Throughout the dissertation, I draw on several hashtag campaigns to illustrate
Black cyberfeminism’s unique contribution to the cultural script Twitter users draw upon
in interpreting social movement claims. In particular, I consider #YourSlipIsShowing and
#WomenBoycottTwiter as metonyms in a shared genealogy of Black cyberfeminist
theoretical interventions to intersectionality. These tweets exist as a living archive that
can be augmented, deleted from, and screenshotted as a whole or in parts. As Sydette
(@BlackAmazon) has repeatedly emphasized, male and white-owned media outfits
continuously mine the Black cyberfeminist counterpublic for content that will generate
clicks from a mainstream audience. This invites decontextualized (re-) and (mis)readings of Black feminist theoretical construction that muddy the signals Black
cyberfeminists are sending and amplifying. It also invites harassment. In resistance to
this dilution, I frame this case study using contextual information derived from three
focuses of my virtual ethnography:
1. intellectual discourse in the Black cyberfeminist counterpublic from 2013 to 2018;
2. mainstream media and social media discourse about race and gender issues
from 2013-2018; and
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3. the theory development of key Black cyberfeminist intellectuals from 2016
forward.
The purpose of the case study is to make some aspects of Black cyberfeminist theory
sufficiently legible to outsiders to serve as a starting point for understanding
intersectional narrative power.

Chapter One
In Chapter One, I set out to explain how Black cyberfeminists built upon the
foundation of historical Black feminist discursive formations to come to collective voice
as a Twitter counterpublic. Black feminist theorists have long argued that Black women
are distinctly affected by their position along hierarchies of gender and race, giving them
a unique perspective from which to build social theory. One way that this positionality
manifests is in the silencing of Black women’s ideas in public space. But Black women
also resist this silencing by creating spaces where their voices can be amplified, and
their ideas developed to potential. These spaces can be discursive, as in the case of
Black Feminist Thought, a sociological perspective forwarded by Patricia Hill Collins that
relies on the particular subjectivity of Black women to reveal new insights about society
(2000). They can also be literal physical spaces, like the Black woman owned beauty
shops of the 1940s and 1950s (Gill, 2010). In the contemporary case, Black
cyberfeminists are continuing this intellectual genealogy by using online social media
both to stake out a virtual corner of the Internet and to intervene in critical discourse
about race and gender.
Like other Black women’s spaces, the Black cyberfeminist counterpublic
possesses the potential to generate social and cultural change by amplifying critical
interventions to public discourse about inequality. In addition to facilitating protest
mobilization, Twitter operates a space where bystanders can negotiate their
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interpretations of the movement’s claims, failures, and successes. As in the Civil Rights
Movement and the Black Power Movement of decades earlier, much of this negotiation
revolves around the role that gender should play in a vision of Black liberation. On
Twitter, Black cyberfeminists serve as theorists, news mediators, and creative content
curators that are increasingly influencing how digital publics debate contentious politics.
They use Twitter to circumvent the gatekeeping processes of mainstream journalism and
academia, which deprivilege Black women, especially in the absence of institutional
credentials and connections. Their ideas are incorporated into mainstream media, where
they have the potential to influence the discourse surrounding these issues beyond the
individuals who have self-selected into their networks of influence.
The very constraints which require breaking silence also heighten the stakes for
the silence breakers, who become hypervisible if their narratives get picked up through
mainstream or social media channels. Black cyberfeminists recognize and anticipate this
risk as a consequence of revealing truths that destabilize social power dynamics. In
resistance, they incorporate that hypervisibility into their ongoing public critiques of
prevalent negative and dismissive attitudes toward Black women. They point out that
news organizations and their employees seem skilled at mining content produced by
Black women to monetize in shallow entertainment reporting but are supposedly unable
to seek their input when creating and diffusing narratives about feminist hashtag
mobilization or digitally enabled misogyny.

Chapter Two
Chapter Two takes up the role of Black cyberfeminists in diffusing
intersectionality as a critical mobilizing discourse. Black cyberfeminists have taken up
intersectionality as an intellectual paradigm that facilitates its own innovation by enabling
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the telling of Black women’s stories that are typically disregarded, undermined, or
violently silenced.
In her 1991 piece, Crenshaw wrote that:
The problem with identity politics is not that it fails to transcend difference, as some critics
charge, but rather the opposite- that it frequently conflates or ignores intra group
differences. In the context of violence against women, this elision of difference is
problematic, fundamentally because the violence that many women experience is often
shaped by other dimensions of their identities, such as race and class. Moreover,
ignoring differences within groups frequently contributes to tension among groups,
another problem of identity politics that frustrates efforts to politicize violence against
women. Feminist efforts to politicize experiences of women and antiracist efforts to
politicize experiences of people of color' have frequently proceeded as though the issues
and experiences they each detail occur on mutually exclusive terrains. Although racism
and sexism readily intersect in the lives of real people, they seldom do in feminist and
antiracist practices. And so, when the practices expound identity as "woman" or "person
of color" as an either/or proposition, they relegate the identity of women of color to a
location that resists telling. (1991:1242).

Intersectionality has renewed academic interrogation of the white male
subjectivity that underlies social scientific knowledge production in sociology and
demonstrated that marginalization can create equally important ways of knowing.
However, Crenshaw (1991) imagined intersectionality as a broad intellectual paradigm
with numerous political applications, including (perhaps even especially), articulating
collective claims on social resources like legal justice. Black cyberfeminism models this
political application of intersectionality theory, by challenging cultural norms about what
parts of sexuality and gendered experiences Black women are allowed to discuss from
their platforms in the digital public sphere. As I discussed in the findings section of
Chapter Two, this largely reflects the intellectual labor of the most vulnerable members
of the community. By most vulnerable I mean that, in addition to misogynoir, they face
oppression in other hierarchical systems of social organization like sexuality, the gender
binary, their financial situation is precarious, their claims are marginal even within the
Black cyberfeminist sphere. In extending the scope of Black cyberfeminist claims to new
frontiers, these liminal laborers also provide some of the most cogent articulations of
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more mainstream claims available to the public for free. Accordingly, many Black
cyberfeminist claims are made as interventions to what marginal Black cyberfeminists
argue are narrow, academic deployments of intersectionality.
Chapter Two highlights the intentionality of Black cyberfeminists’ use and
development of intersectionality as a means of interrogating political, structural, and
representational power asymmetries. Black cyberfeminists marshal personal expertise in
Black feminist thought, from knowledge of historic moments like the publication of
Combahee River Collective Statement(1977) to professionally-acquired knowledge of
media gatekeeping dynamics. Both the Statement and Crenshaw’s original articulation of
intersectionality in Mapping the Margins reflect an appreciation for the empowerment
possibilities of identity politics (Crenshaw 1991:1297–99; Taylor 2017:19). Both texts
also attempt to address long standing tensions between race-based social theories and
gender-based theories. It is not surprising, then that Black cyberfeminists learn and
teach from both texts in a political context characterized by increasingly visible Black
woman-led collective mobilization. As articulated by Kishonna L. Gray, Black
cyberfeminist thought:
[c]oncerns itself with three major themes: (1) social structural oppression of technology
and virtual spaces; (2) intersecting oppressions experienced in virtual spaces; and (3) the
distinctness of virtual feminism. (Gray 2017:358)

Gray formulated this construction based on an analysis of Twitch, a social media
platform specialized for streaming live video-game related content. Like this project,
Gray’s digital ethnographic examination of Twitch reveals that Black women draw on
their experiences in digital space to provide Black feminist theory with the linguistic
innovations necessary to articulate claims in a way that resonates with participants in
networked media culture. Cottom argued that, despite the breadth of projects associated
with cyberfeminist theory,
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black cyberfeminism offers a more cohesive intersectional project than cyberfeminism.
Whereas cyberfeminism does not often articulate the relationship between specific
mechanisms for the political economies of how different groups engage digital
technologies in multiple different realms, black cyberfeminism pays particular attention to
precisely that. (Cottom 2016:217)

In striving to “articulate the relationship between specific mechanisms for the political
economics of how different groups engage digital technologies in multiple different
realms,” Black cyberfeminist expand the theoretical capacities of intersectionality and
remains faithful to its ideographic values.

Chapter Three
Like other empirical projects, this research continues to support the finding that
women experience high levels of anti-woman abuse online. But Black cyberfeminists
point out that Black women are not considered to be victims of abuse, and in fact are
often the victims of false accusations that they are bullies or harassers. They use their
platforms to maintain a public record of the Black women who experienced abuse but
failed to inspire a critical mass of collective outrage among white feminists. While Black
cyberfeminists’ critical accounts of women’s abuses serve as sources of entertainment
news, they are systematically erased from narratives of digitally enabled feminist justice.
But it was Black cyberfeminists who repeatedly called attention to platformed hate as the
cause of Twitter’s failure to prevent the inevitable deluge of harassment inevitably
prompted by providing white supremacist leaders with platforms with which to target
people of color. When no research or journalistic institutions took seriously the Black
women in particular might be especially vulnerable to online harassment by far-right
social media users, Black cyberfeminists pursued and published evidence themselves.
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IMPLICATIONS
The creation of Black space can serve as a strategy to build community and
protect against assault and objectification. It is a deliberate investment in creating a
context conducive to loving Blackness. These spaces exist in the physical world in the
form of churches, barber shops, beauty shops, and historically Black colleges and
universities (HBCUs). Each of the aforementioned institutions deliberately formed to
enable Black folks to circumvent social exclusion and political repression. The more
important digital discourse becomes to public debate about social inequality, the more
critical it becomes for Black citizens to create digital pathways of dissent. In studying
these pathways of dissent, innovated using newly available technological affordances,
sociologists might learn from the critical insights of social thinkers that are deeply
embedded in generative cultural spaces.
In this section, I describe how engaging substantively with Black cyberfeminist
claims and other emergent digital discourses of intersectional thought might benefit three
fields of study:
1. Digital media and culture;
2. Black social movements and media; and
3. Black feminism and intersectionality.

Digital Media and Culture
Digital public discourse has new power for shaping cultural imaginaries of
social justice through news media and information curation. Social media’s ubiquity
poses a challenge to most sociological theories of information mediation and diffusion.
Cultural scripts are no exception to this trend. Just as the proliferation of televisions
combined with cable to enable a new culture of live news consumption, social media
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saturation has enabled a news mediation culture that pivots on social media debate:
digital culture scholars should begin thinking about highly embedded social media
participants in contentious politics as ethnographers in their own right, constantly
adapting to new information about media ecology. Social media users that frequently
use their platform to engage in critical theoretical discourse must stay abreast of any
news story that might attract brigades of avowed antifeminists from platformed hate
communities across the web. This type of embeddedness provides insight that few
ethnographic studies can reasonably replicate. A better approach would be to engage
with the claims themselves as hypotheses emerging from long-term participant
observation.

Black Social Movements and Media
Black cyberfeminism enabled the popularization and universalization of
intersectionality in a way that reproduces in the marginalization of Black women
as intellectuals. The Black cyberfeminist counterpublic exhibits a broader trend in the
American media ecosystem. Social media culture has begun to impact every stage of
the process of news mediation. Information curators are emerging as gatekeepers to fill
the space vacated by legacy news organizations that are unable to substantively engage
with increasingly vast annals of algorithmically published content.
Much of the preoccupation with Black Twitter by journalists and researchers
concerns the social power Black users appear to wield in diffusing news narratives.
Trending hashtags originating in Black Twitter have been variously credited with (or
accused of) getting racists publicly fired, exposing the stunning lack of diversity within
organizations like the Academy for Motion Pictures Arts & Sciences (AMPAS), and
propelling the Black Lives Matter Movement into the mainstream media spotlight. Black
Twitter is another space where ideologies are negotiated among Black activists. The
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Black cyberfeminist counterpublic exerts a powerful influence on which ideological
claims resonate with active participants in the Black Twittersphere, though this influence
is often costly for the participants themselves. Social media offers news consumers
unprecedented access to information about news companies and journalists. Black
cyberfeminists’ avowed antiracism and anti-misogyny may attract the many news
consumers that feel unrepresented by what is allowed within the gatekeeping structures
of mainstream media ecosystem.

Black Feminism and Intersectionality
The surveillance and harassment of hypervisible participants in digitally
enabled antiracist and antisexist discourse is a staple of digital culture. Gill (2010)
argues that the African American beauty shop, or salon, was an essential historical
vehicle for the economic and political collectivization of Black women as a class distinctly
located within American society. Salons also served as a discursive space in which
Black women could communicate and refine ideas about their positionality. Black women
entrepreneurs effectively utilized the social boundaries of race and gender to create a
zone of un-surveillance in which truth-telling could occur. Yet the very fact of the salons’
existence and proliferation alerted Black men, white women, and white men the political
and intellectual mobilization of Black women. The tension between hypervisibility and
signal efficacy is a common thread in Black women’s knowledge production (Collins
1998; Hamilton 2014).
Like social media, beauty salons were and are a discursive technology that
functions by providing a sense of place, belonging and safety to a collectivity. With
organization, though, comes vulnerability to oppressive forces.
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AREAS FOR FURTHER INQUIRY

In the early 1990s, most internet infrastructure was still being constructed in the
United States, and social scientists primarily focused on access and use disparities
between racial groups as a whole (DiMaggio, Hargittai, Neuman, Robinson, & Robinson,
2001). Now, internet communication studies must be refined to account for lived
differences between groups within racial populations, as well as new patterns of social
engagement in digital space across society as a whole. In particular, there is no longer a
gap in internet usage between American Blacks and Whites aged 18 to 29, or between
college-educated Blacks and Whites (Smith, 2014). This opens a space for us to
imagine the generative possibilities of Internet use as a form of resistance to social and
structural exclusion.
Black cyberfeminists powerfully demonstrate that our understandings of the
digital are auto ethnographically contingent. It is unsurprising then, that our net
navigation skills, including information consumption and evaluation behaviors, reflect our
social positionality. Mastery over the digital is popularly understood to be the domain of
the most socially privileged rather than the least. This deficit narrative conflates resource
deprivation with the will and ability to participate in culture production enabled by new
technologies. Yet digital ethnography continually reveals that oppressed people must
hone a unique set of additional skills in order to make use of structures not intended or
imagined for people like them.
Vulnerable internet users, especially outspoken participants in socio-political
discourse, are often experts in countersurveillance and mitigating media disinformation
by necessity of their social position. It is increasingly apparent that digital disinformation
and media manipulation are becoming infinitely more complex with the continuous
refinement of big data analysis. Addressing problems of media disinformation in the new
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media ecology requires a variety of lenses because disinformation is targeted and
complex. “Outsider within” ethnographers can use applied counter surveillance as a
method for triangulating misinformation targets and sources. Marginalized users could -and should have the opportunity to -- benefit from researcher investment in
disinformation. This approach subverts the deficit narrative of digital inequality that has
dominated the discourse by considering the agency and ingenuity with which
precariously positioned people shape emergent technology to create liberatory
possibilities.
The present project sought to build on academic knowledge of a social media
phenomenon by taking seriously the ways that smart Black women are using Twitter to
answer the same questions preoccupying digital sociologists. This study approaches
Twitter users as actors in a common intellectual discourse. Too often the social scientific
literature examines Black communities as environments in which people exist (or are
implicitly trapped), without considering community members as active agents in the
construction of their own reality. Using placemaking as a point of departure, I better
captured the generative possibilities of Black resistance without relying on reductionist
notions of environmental adaptation. In recent years, internet studies have trended away
from thinking about bounded communities and toward conceptualizing internet users as
participants in loosely bound social networks.
Black cyberfeminists built upon a pre-digital Black cultural knowledge as a
unifying value script that Black cyberfeminists invoke in their creative efforts.
Placemaking efforts require intentionality, repetition, and immense attention to narrativemaking processes. By engaging in these intentional digital placemaking practices, Black
cyberfeminists have constructed a meaningful place bounded by a shared history,
values, and techniques. They demonstrate that despite the rise of the social media
platform, digital culture and communities still very much shape the internet ecosystem.
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Figure 1.1 Tweet Corpuses and the Chronology of Black Twitter Protest

Collection
Date

Topic

Search
Parameters

N (Tweet
count)

12/23/2015

BlackXmas Protest

BlackXmas

5,548

12/30/2015

Black Lives Matter (general search)

BlackLivesMatter

17,701

12/31/2015

Tamir Rice, killed November 22, 2014

TamirRice

17,886

01/01/2016

Black Lives Matter (general search)

BlackLivesMatter

17,927

08/11/2016

Paul O’Neal, shot by Chicago police on July
28, 2016

PaulONeal

162,541

8/11/2016

ReclaimMLK hashtag campaign

ReclaimMLK

42

6/16/2017

Acquittal of Jeronimo Yanez, the Minnesota
police officer who killed Philando Castile

PhilandoCastile

555,094

7/23/2017

Misogynoir

misogynoir

1,570

12/19/2017

Sandra Bland, killed July 13, 2015

SandraBland

50
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Figure 1.2 Concept Map Typifying the Use of Misogynoir in Black Oppression on Twitter

Notes: 1570 tweets from 1240 users (including 1149 retweets) including the hashtag #misogynoir
scraped from Twitter between July 23, 2017 to August 1, 2017. (No geographic or other
personally identifiable information (PII) cached.)
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Figure 1.3 Sample Misogynoir Citation List
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Figure 1.4 Twitter Participation Among Internet Users by Race and Sex

Percentage
White men

19.4%

White women

15.9%

Black men

17.6%

Black women

22.5%

Other

24.4%

Total

N = 4,281
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Figure 3.1 A Social Network Map of Misogynoir Tweets and Co-Occurring Hashtags

Notes: 1570 tweets from 1240 users (including 1149 retweets) including the hashtag #misogynoir
scraped from Twitter between July 23, 2017 to August 1, 2017. (No geographic or other
personally identifiable information (PII) cached.)
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Figure 3.2 Google Alerts about Misogynoir News Stories

Publication

Type

Author

Author
Identity

Date

The Times

Newspaper

David Brown

Staff
Writer

6/16/2018

Defending Misogynoir:
Why Angela Rye's
tone-deaf defense of
Charlamagne was a
BAD look

The Grio

Blog

Blue Telusma

Staff
Writer

7/17/2018

The violence and
threats against Maxine
Waters are rooted in
misogynoir

The Lily

Staff
Writer

7/24/2018

Naima RamosChapman Fights
Patriarchy, Misogynoir
On Screen

ColorLines
Magazine

Blog

Sameer Rao

Staff
Writer

9/5/2018

The treatment of
Serena Williams at the
US Open proves once
again that society has
a double-standard

iNews

Newspaper

Chante Joseph

Guest
Writer

9/10/2018

NPR

News Radio

Tobi Oredein

Radio
Guest

9/11/2018

Face2Face
Africa

Blog

Nduta Waweru

Guest
Writer

9/11/2018

Blog

Sulamaan
Rahim

Guest
Writer

9/18/2018

BBC News

Newspaper

Samantha
Everett &
Simone Stewart

VICE

News
Platform

Mikelle Street

Headline
Clean up your act,
‘racist’ nightclubs
urged

There's Growing
Fallout Over Code
Violations Against
Serena Williams
This June Jordan's
poem on racism and
sexism against black
women is what you
need today

Serena Williams:
When you come at the
Oxford Student
Queen, you best not
miss
The Black Girl Gamers
fighting misogynoir
People Don't
Understand Serena
Williams's
Controversial 'GQ'
Cover

Blog (The
Washington Monica Castillo
Post)

10/4/2018

Staff
Writer

11/15/2018

